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A Glimpse of Arunachal
A

runachal Pradesh is situated in the North Eastern
region of the Indian Sub-continent. It is rich in natural resource, beauty and majesty.
Jawaharlal Nehru described
it as an ‘Island of Peace’ for
the peaceful and innocent life
of indigenous people. Indira
Gandhi depicts her as ‘Drawn
Lit Mountain’ because of the
early sun rising in the region.
The state has a proud history
from the earliest time. Matmur
Jamoh’s team killed Captain
Neol William British officer’s
troop. This massacre was discussed in the British parliament which led to the outbreak
of Anglo-Abo war in 1911. In
the mountain clip of Kekarmoyong and the villages along
the banks of the Siang River,
the Arunachalee fought against
the mighty war trained British
throng. To defend the sovereignty in the cold weather they
wore sack clothes, used local
bows & arrows and swords
and stood against the developed force till their many warriors shed blood by the bullet
of the enemy. The British were
advanced and they burned
their houses, granaries, killed
beasts and destroyed crops.
The consequences of war
were that the British partially
annexed the region and established her limited adminis-

tration through Political Zamader and Political Interpreter as
their representative. Under the
leadership of Moji Riba and
Mojie Riba, the Arunachalee
hosted the tricolor flag on the
nation’s first Independence
Day at Dipa village of the present Lower Siang in 1947. The
region was kept under the control of the union government
and was granted statehood on
20th February 1987.
Tribes
The indigenous people
groups of Arunachal are tribal.
She is a land of tribal having
around 26 tribes & more than
42 sub-tribes. It spreads into
21 districts, many towns and
villages. Numbers of districts
are internationally bordered
with Bhutan, China, Tibet and
Myanmar. Each district is populated by a particular tribe. To
look after the welfare of the
people each tribe has their
own welfare society which
acts as the highest parliament
of that particular tribe. Every
ethnic group has its own distinct culture & tradition yet they
cheerfully respect each other’s
customs and live joyfully. With
the growth of Christianity in
the region, their communications are developing which
brings them closer. The Arunachal Christian Forum, the
apex Christian organization

~~Yumri Taipodia,
Columnist based in Shillong
is working hard for unity and
it is fulfilling gradually. History
records their migration in oral
tradition, dances and songs.
Due to their migration in different places the geographical
barrier arose, so some clan
(family) though they are from
the same clan opted for a different tribe.
Food Habit
Geographically,
Arunachal is filled with natural
habitation of flora and fauna.
It has been blessed with varieties of food stuff and rice is
their staple meal. They eat rice
three times a day. They love
bamboo shot and agya (which
is made from soyabin by fermenting them for at least two
weeks). They cook curry with
water, eatable tree leaves,
chilly and salt without any oil
and industrial product spices
from the market. If they happen to go the forest, they cook
rice and curry on the bamboo.
For any mass gathering they
use glasses made up of bamboo and plates of kokam (large
tree leaf). This kokam plate is
meant for one time use but
the bamboo glass is washable
which is entirely used for that
particular week long occasion.
They eat meat/fish by burning it or boiling and preserving
it for months by roasting it on
smoke.
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Issues
There are several issues faced by the people of
this state. They are Boundary
disputes internally with the
bordering states and internationally with China as old as
Arunachal’s history. There are
no concrete walls or barbed
wire along the border line so
it has become a key problem.
From time to time the strong
neighboring states internally
and mighty China is encroaching the actual line of control
and snatching the land inch by
inch. If NGO’s or any organizations from the state raise their
voices then there could be
road blockades in which the
life line of Arunachal depends.
Another issue is the imposition
of AFSPA (Armed Forces Special Power Acts) in some districts. AFSPA confirm special
power to the armed forces as
they are required for security
reasons. In the name of their
duty for checking underground
militant/ban ultra many innocent civilians and government
officials are tortured by the Indian army personnel. With that
APFRA (Arunachal Pradesh
Freedom of Religion Acts
1978) is also one of the chief
controversial existing acts. As
the days pass the relevancy
of this act is reduced and it is
the most stumbling blow for
peaceful existence. Based
on this law in the olden days,
Churches were destroyed either by being burned to ashes
or by being stripped from top
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to bottom and the Christians
were tormented by either being made to parade naked or
being exiled from the state.
Since many years for developing holistic societies in spiritual
cause, some feel (especially
Christian community) and they
even voiced that it should be
removed by the state legislature.
Corruption
The most burning subject in every stratum of societies and its chief sources are
absence of transparency, useless accountability methods,
deficiency of reporting devices,
fragile governance and scarcity of truthful bureaucrats. In
every step crystal clean rules
and straightforward officials
are required to execute the office. It has to do noble thinking by reducing the crave for
personal gain by barring themselves from misusing the office
such as to keep themselves
away from indulging in bribery
(either by demand or by receiving the bribe offered to them),
extortion, nepotism and misappropriation of public properties/power. Well deceit is done
by the official while bribing, extorting and influencing the peddler involved -giver and taker.
This practice has made them
to fittingly call some leaders
as ‘Calculator’ or ‘Percent’ for
the money they take from the
contractors. In place of being concerned with the public, the leaders are prowling.
Even during recruitments,
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cash in the leaders (officers)
account is mandatory to get
a job as each job has fixed
rates and it is enhanced in a
yearly basis. In order to get
a job an aspirant should first
connect ‘Line’ who has the
link to ‘Calculator’ of selection power. Then ‘Link’ keeps
some amount for himself
while the rest of the demanded amount is handed over
to ‘Calculator.’ Higher the
post, higher is the rate. It is
an open secret in the recruitment process from where
only scanty of toppers from
the merit list are exempted.
After joining the post to meet
their expended money those
officials receive bribe and
in this way corruption multiplies. The election is akin to
corruption festival where the
candidates spend enormous
amount of cash to buy voters
and once they are born in the
legislative body they again
loot the public money to meet
their election expenses. This
results in weak developments. Every opposition party voices against corruption
but once they come to power
they too participate in the
same game. Corruption only
serves the basic human tendency for greed of individuals. Nowadays people either
grab power to make money
or snatch finance to be born
in the chair. It is a vicious cycle in Arunachal Pradesh and
the question is how to break
that cycle.
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Terrace Farming in Arunachal Pradesh

A

runachal Pradesh with
a 94% rural population
is the largest state in NorthEast India. Consequently, the
economy of the state is based
of agriculture. Jhum cultivation and Terrace farming are
the major patterns that the
farmers employ to uplift agriculture in Arunachal Pradesh.
Definition:- Terracing is
a method of farming in the
mountain or hilly region where
it is not easy to make cultivation. Basically, the method of
producing crops on the sides
of mountains or hills which
the help of graduated steps
or terraces builds into the
slopes. As this method of
farming is labour intensive
but has been employed effectively to maximize the
gradable land area, in variable terrains. It is mainly operated to reduce soil erosion
and water loss.
Mostly, in this technique
of farming on the terrace, terraces are low, a smooth ridge
of earth built across the slope
with a channel for runoff water just above the ridge. Usually, terraces are created on a
slight slope so that the water
grabbed in the canal or channel moves slowly approaching the terrace outlet.
Types of Terracing:There are two types of terracing.

~~C.K.Singh, SMS (Agronomy)
Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Tawang (Arunachal Pradesh)

1.
Grade terrace:In this method terracing, a terrace should have a variable or
uniform slope along its elongated length, use to dispatch
excessive water flow at safe
velocity into the waterways.
2.
Level terrace:
- In this method of terracing,
a level terrace following the
counter line is used in control
to the graded yards. This terracing is advisable to follow in
those regions which have porous soil.
Advantage of Terrace
Farming:• Terrace farming restricts the wash away of nutrients from the fertile soil by
the rain water. Which cause
to good and healthy crop and
higher production.
• Terracing also helps in
preventing the washing away of
plants because of heavy flows
of rain water. Sometimes, in the

hilly area, rain water washed
away the complete crops,
cause to low crop production.
• Terracing also helps us
in reducing the water loss and
soil erosion of your farm.
• The major and significant advantage of terrace farming is that makes us able to do
farming on the sloppy and hilly
region where it is not too easy
to cultivate.
• It also transforms the
infertile land area to productive
and fertile land. You can farm
Maize, Rice, Finger millet and
some more crops on the terrace.
• Usually, in hilly areas,
there is less chance of farming as less water available. But
with the help of this method,
people use the rain water for
cultivation and produce a lot
from the commercial crop like
Rice, Finger millet, Soyabean
and Maize.
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One Stop Facilitation
Held at Mariyang

YINGKIONG, JULY 1:
District Administration Upper
Siang District organized a day
long “One Stop Facilitation”
event (Sarkar Apke Dwara) at
Mariyang administrative Subdivision today. To facilitate
various government services
to the citizens of the area.
Around hundreds of
enthusiastic people from remote areas attended the first
ever programme. All together
24 governments department
participated in the programme
and facilitated awareness on
various govt. schemes of the
departments.
While addressing the
gathering DC Upper Siang
Duly Kamduk highlighted the
importance of the organizing
of such events and called upon
the people to avail the government’s schemes and programmes. He further informed
that more such events will be
organized in other parts of the
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district in near future, so that
benefits reach each and every
person living in villages. He further emphasized on pragmatic
approach in any developmental plan and underscores the
importance of the public in every developmental activity. He
recommended the officers and
officials to conduct such sensitization programmes on departmental basis in the remote
areas of the district for ensuring maximum coverage of all
government schemes.
The Deputy Commissioner also distributed LPG
to women beneficiaries under
PM Ujjawala Yojana, facilitated
issue of ST, PRC, Aadhar enrolment and payment of electricity bills etc.

NGMA Provides
Platform to Share
Views and Ideas on
Modern Art: Gangkak

Aalo, July 1:
The Director Sirurijo, Smti
Yayum Gangkak was on a series of visits to many centres of
National Gallery of Modern Art,
New Delhi from 29th of June
last. He says that NGMA offers
a rare platform to share ideas
and views on modern art. The
centres promote modern art
whereby all plastics products
are reused for different art for
decorations. She emphasised
on the need to promote such
art in our region whereby our
natural products and plastic
can be turned into beneficial
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uses than unmindful disposal
of forests products and tittering of plastic products. Such
creakily works should be inculcated among our young minds
so that they too take keen interest and cope up with the
modern art.
Interacting
closely
with the Resource persons at
NGMA, she appealed them
to give awareness on such
creativity in our region and
assured all cooperation from
her side to launch awareness
campaign here e -town.

Jan Sunvai Sammelan
organised by District
Administration, Tawang

TAWANG, July 1:
Jan Sunvai Sammelan organised by District Administration, Tawang at Govt. Secondary School, Kitpi today saw
huge turn up of public from Kitpi Circle . Keeping in line with
the objective of the Sammelan
to bring Administration at ones
doorstep, 52 departments
headed by Deputy Commissioner Sang Phuntsok came
together under one single roof
and offered services of manifold nature.
Amongst the services
offered were issue/renewal of
ILPs, Birth certificates, PRCs,
STs, new water connection,
electricity connection, Gas
Connection(both normal and
UJJWALA), Learners Driving
License, distribution of LED
bulbs under UJALA,opening
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of bank accounts including
Jan Dhan accounts, enrollment under various social
security schemes, registration under Arunachal Pradesh
Building & Other Construction
Workers Welfare Board, legal
counselling, Aadhar Enrolment, Character verification,
passport verification, checkup
for BP, Sugar, Screening for
diabetes, hypertension, nicotine , free distribution of medicines, vegetable seeds and
seedlings etc . Awareness on
various schemes viz.PM Awas
Yojana(Grameen & Urban),
Swalamban Yojana, Rinn Yojana, Bunkar Yojana, PMEGP,
PM Ujjwala Yojana,Dulari Kanya Yojana, Consumer Protection Act etc were given by the
departments and forms / pamphlets were also distributed.
GBs and public of Kitpi
met the DC and placed before him their grievances and
requirements which were further discussed with concerned
Head of departments for immediate resolution.

PEBSU Conducts late
Hokkir Ete Memorial
T20 Cricket Tournament
Aalo, July 2:
The Horkkir Ete Memorial T20
Cricket Tournament organised
by Paktu Ete Bango Student
Union got off to a flying start
after formally been inaugurated by Er.Tumke Bagra, Deputy
Speaker Arunachal Legislative
Assembly at Pobdi School

General Ground today. Altogether 51 teams from different
places of West Siang are in
the fray.
Speaking on the occasion, Er. Bagra stressed on
sportsmanship spirit and talented players should take up
games and sports as a profession as govt is laying importance to sports and kept reservation for jobs too. Highlight
ting on developmental fronts,
the Deputy Speaker disclosed
that funds for many tangible
works bearing community interests have only been taken
up so far and it is up to the
Executing and local contractors to see to it that things are
carried out meticulously. Disputes over land and dragging
developmental issues to court
always only hampers developments and appealed people to
refrain from such practices. He
also inspected the Pobdi Secondary along with DDSE and
senior citizen of the Bango and
assured all possible help from
govt. The Guest of Honour and
DDSE Aalo Shri Eto said that
Games and Sports and study
should go hand in hand the appealed parental role to imbibe
discipline and duty among the
students.
Shri Henkar Ete, sponsor of the tournament narrated
briefly on the life and role of
her mother on whose memory the tournament is being
organised. The Bango Secretary Shri Karge Ete,
Ex.
ZPM Tumpe Ete , Organising
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Chairman Jomgum Ete, President PEBSU, Marken Kamnyi
and Jumli Ete, Secy. PEBSU
Jumli Ete also spoke in detail
on poor condition of one of the
oldest school like Pobdi.
One minute silent was
also observed as a mark of respect to the soul of late Smti
Hokkir Ete

Sakhi and Saheli
Training Programme

TEZU, July 2:
A one-day training programme
for Sakhi and Sahelis under
Scheme for Adolescent Girls
(SAG) was conducted here today at BRC Hall by the office of
Child Development Project Officer (CDPO). The programme
began with a welcome speech
by CDPO Susan Krisikro Chai
who elucidated on the importance of taking precaution and
maintaining safety in today’s
world especially for young girls.
She particularly stressed on
facilitating dropout students.
Saying that Sakhis must lead
the Sahelis in nearby vicinity
areas, Chai advised the girls
present to seek positive environment and direction.
Resource person Dr.
GamliAngu,
Gynecologist,
Zonal General Hospital Tezu
spoke on female hygiene
and first aid. SI RoinemJugli
spoke at length about various
types of cybercrimes currently
prevalent like cyber stalking,
impersonation, money scams
etc. She warned the young
trainees from blindly believing
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people they met on net. She
said that criminals threaten
and stalk their victims under
the guise of anonymity. She
exhorted everyone present
to encourage girls’ education
adding, “education should not
be just confined to learning the
letters but also giving opportunities”.
J/T C Songthing explained
about
hormonal
changes in adolescents and
the subsequent physical and
mental growth triggered by it.
She told the Anganwadi workers and Supervisors present
that adolescents start reasoning at this age and they must
be tactfully dealt with. Songthing said Sexually Transmitted
Infections (STI) if not properly
treated could eventually lead
to Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD). She said internet
addiction was a major problem
among youngsters which could
be dealt only by purposeful usage. She particularly stressed
on the positive roll played by
parents in guiding their children.
Another resource person from education department D Chowdhury explained
about outreach programmes
for drop out students namely
Residential Special Training
Centres and Non-Residential
Special Training Centres. The
programme ended with a vote
of thanks by Senior Supervisor
Chanda Miso. The programme
was also attended by CO Une
Pertin. Overall 130 people in-
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cluding Sakhi, Sahelis, Anganwadi workers and Supervisors
of Tezu ICDS project participated.

A coordination
meeting of Education
Department

SIANG, JULY 2:
A coordination meeting of Education Department was today
conducted at Pangin, Siang
District under the chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner
Shri Rahul Singh, IAS and attended by all admin officers of
the district including all ADCs,
EACs and COs, the DDSE and
all BEOs, BRCCs, CRCCs, the
Principals, Headmasters and
Head teachers in the district.
The Deputy Commissioner in his address stated
that the objective of the meeting was to apprise all concerned about the new schemes
launched by the State Government namely Chief Minister's Samast Shiksha Yojana,
Dronacharya Gurukul Yojana,
Adhunik Patshala Yojana and
the second phase of Adhunik
Shiksha Yojana. Apart from
these schemes, he also informed the gathering about
the various already ongoing
schemes and other initiatives
being undertaken by the government in the education sector. He took stock of the requirements of all the schools
in different blocks of the district
from the respective Block Education officers and directed
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them to undertake inspections
of all the schools in their block
without fail and submit a report
on the same to him. He also
sought information from the officers concerned about timely
and adequate supply of books
and uniform in schools, biometric machines and operation of
the smart classroom devices
which were installed in the first
phase of Adhunik Shiksha Yojana Scheme, the implementation of mid day meal scheme
in the district etc.
He gave strict directions to all the admin officers
to hold consultations with the
public in their respective jurisdiction within a week to seek
their opinion and know their
needs and priorities and in coordination with the BEO of their
respective jurisdiction prepare
proposals incorporating these
findings. These were to be
submitted to the DC office at
the earliest. He also directed
that henceforth all teaching
faculty availing leave would
have to route their applications
through the concerned admin
officer so as to end the practice of unauthorized absence
by the teachers. He also directed them concerned admin
officers to undertake weekly
inspections of the schools and
submit reports on the same to
him. Henceforth all admin officers were also directed to visit
a school and attend classes
every Monday as per the roster system prepared to monitor
the functioning of schools.
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Speaking about the
poor performance of the district in the recently concluded
exams he stated that hardwork
of all the teachers would be rewarded and recognised while
action would be taken against
the poor performing teachers.
He also warned strict action
against the absentee teachers. He urged everyone present to cooperate, coordinate
and work their level best to improve the education scenario
in the district.
DDSE Tanyang Tatak
also spoke on the occasion
and apprised the gathering
about all the activities being
undertaken by the education
department in the district. He
also responded to the various
queries put forth by the participants.
An update on all necessary requirements of the
schools, shortages, problems
and other issues being faced
by the schools and the teachers of different blocks in the
district was given by the respective BEOs.
All the participants actively participated in the meeting which concluded successfully.

NabamRebiavisited
HollongiPatila village

Hollongi July 3:
Hon’ble Minister of Land Management, SJETA, Law and
Justice, Women and Child Development and Department of
Tribal Affairs cum local MLA

14-Doimukh Constituency Shri
NabamRebiavisited HollongiPatila village which was reportedly inundated due to heavy
downpour on 02/06/18. He was
accompanied by Deputy Commissioner Dr.JoramBeda,IAS,
ADC In-Charge cum EAC
Shri Nabam Tajik, all concerned head of departments
and Dy.Commandant 12thBn
NDRF Pranab Daimary.
The Minister inspected
the affected area and interacted with the locals and assured
every possible solution to their
problem. He directed the EE
WRD to workout the plan to
protect the area from further
inundation.
On receiving reports
of skin rashes from locals and
in order to preventoutbreakof
diseases Deputy CommissionerDr. Beda directed the District
Medical Officer,Papum Pare to
arrange to deploy team of specialist medical officers on the
spot to monitor the situation
and give health care facility to
affected people. As per team
observation 16 to 17 houses
have been affected causing
untold miseries to the inhabitants.

A review meeting of
Papum Pare Health
Department

Yupia, July 4:
A review meeting of Papum
Pare Health Department conducted here at DC’s conference
hall Yupia under the chairman-
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ship of Deputy Commissioner
Papum Pare Dr.Joram Beda,
IAS today on 04/07/18.
Presiding over the
meeting
Deputy Commissioner Dr.Bedabriefed the
house about very objective of
meeting and said that district
administration is very serious
about sincerity and commitment in delivering public service and dereliction of duty
will not be tolerated and asked
the department to ensure that
health services are of good
quality and cater to the needs
of the people.
While patiently interacting with officers Dr. Beda reviewed all the on-going health
programmes and asked the
health department to prepare
standard operating procedure
of all programmes. He also directed the heath department
to constitute the Food Safety
Committee immediately under
Food Safety and Standards
Act to regulates the food sector under FSSAI guidelines
and standards to be follow in
the food market as a safety
measures for the general public. He further added that in
order to promote AYUSH Medicine, department should give
instructions to all PHCs and
CHCs where MO AYUSH are
posted to plant medicinal plant
in their premises to make people aware of medicinal benefits
of locally available plants and
herbs.
After the meeting, Deputy Commissioner Dr.Joram
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Beda, IAS along with District Medical Officer Dr(Mrs)
Subu Tasso Kampu, DRCHO
Dr.W. Takuand otherofficers
released the medicines for disaster preparedness for PHCs
and CHCs in the district from
District Medicine Store, Yupia.
During the meeting,
several important issues related to functioning of health
department as well as status
of ongoing health projects
were discussed in details. Programme officers of various
health projects like Dr. R. Ronya, DSO IDSF, Dr. Tana Aruna, DVBDCP, Dr. Tana Raju,
DANO,SmtiDuggirPadu, DPM
presented overview of health
projects and NHM Papum
Pare through Power Point Presentation.

Restoration works on
Power Supply line at
Mebo

PASIGHAT, July 4,:
The lone 33KV power supply line feeding entire area of
Mebo subdivision and parts
of lower Dibang valley district
was snapped by uprooting of
a few electrical poles at Siku
river crossing point in the wee
hours of 04.07.2018 due to soil
erosion by flooding Siku river.
The restoration works
started by hiring JCB from
7.30 a.m and ended at 4.30
p.m. Initially the power supply was charged successfully.
However,earth fault was reported after 40minutes,thus
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plungging those areas under
complete darkness till the compilation of this report.The staff
of Department of power led by
Shri Ajay Pertin,J.E.Mebo is
still checking the line despite
incessant rainfall. The Executive Engineer has requested
all those affected esteemed
electricity consumers to bear
with the Deptt of Power at this
hour of natural calamity.

Meeting held to review
the status of transfer
and withdrawal of
excess staff

Itanagar, July 4:
In a meeting held to review
the status of transfer and withdrawal of excess staff from
various Office establishments
of Government of Arunachal
Pradesh at Delhi, Chief Secretary Shri. Satya Gopal has
directed all the parent departments to call back their officers
and officials who are posted in
Delhi on deputation etc. and
report to the parent departments in the State so that their
services are better utilised in
the home State.
Based on the Cabinet
Decision to withdraw all the officers and officials of various
department from the office of
RC, New Delhi with a direction
to report back to their parent
department in the State, Chief
Secretary Gopal has asked the
concerned Department Heads
to strictly follow up the matter
and submit a action taken re-
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port at the earliest. If posting is
required it was asked to state
as to why their services are required in the place or post of
their posting in New Delhi by
the parent department through
proper channel.
He added, the Government supports operational efficiency but does not tolerate
inefficiency. If the services of
some of the staff are required
and being utilised than there's
no need to call them back, he
added.
However, he advised
the concerned departments
to consider special cases of
medical etc on humanitarian
ground before recalling them.
In order to tap irregularities and inefficiency, the Chief
Secretary has directed all the
parent departments to transfer
the service books of the staff
posted in Arunachal Bhawan,
Arunachal House, etc in Delhi
to the Office of Principal Resident Commissioner (PRC),
New Delhi.
To further address accountability and punctuality,
he have also directed General
Administration
Department
(GAD) to issue an order directing all the staff posted in Delhi
to directly report to the PRC.
As per latest reports,
there are total 62 staff posted
in Delhi.
The meeting which was
held at CS Conference Hall,
Block-2, Floor was attended
by Secretary GAD, Secretary
RD& PR, Special Secretary
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Textile& Handicraft, Secretary
Finance, Special Secretary
Women & Child Development,
secretary Education, Secretary AHV, Secretary F&CS,
Secreatry AR, Additional DHS
(E), CE Power (wz), CE WRD
(WZ), OSD to CS, Secretary
WRD etc.

Capital Adminstration
along with the Police
carried out eviction of
several illegal

Itanagar, July 4:
The Capital Adminstration
along with the Police carried
out eviction of several illegal
RCC rooms and OBT buildings at TRIHMS campus yesterday.
Illegal vendors in front
of Govt. Middle School, D
sector Naharlagun were also
evicted.
The eviction drive was
spearheaded by Estate Officer
cum EAC Naharlagun Hento
Karga. He informed that the
entire eviction process under
TRIHMS has been completed
and there is no other eviction
left inside the campus and TRIHMS can now start with their
academic session. He further
informed that as the Estate Office he will provide all help and
cooperation and asked them
to approach him anytime for
any help.
The Deputy Commissioner Capital Complex Prince
Dhawan has informed that the
eviction process under TRI-

HMS as per requirement of the
concerned authority has been
complied in total and hoped
that with the completion of
the eviction process, the session will start smoothly that will
benefit not only the students of
the state but the country as a
whole.
He further stressed
that the District Adminstration
has zero tolerance against illegal vendors and illegal encroachers and has asked the
denizens to stay away from
such illegal activities.

Changlang routine
vehicle checking
apprehended five drug
peddlers at Youngchik
gate in changlang.

CHANGLANG, July 4:
As per the report received
from 13 Assam Rifles, the
Changlang battalion of Assam
Rifles engaged in counter insurgency, on 2nd July 2018, at
around 0700 hrs, during a routine vehicle checking apprehended five drug peddlers at
Youngchik gate in changlang.
The individuals have been
identified as N Chama, 2nd
IRBN, resident of Changlang,
RokamMamai, son of TagkakMamai, age 36 years, resident
of Rangkatu, PonkamMamai,
son of SangphoMamai, age
48 years, resident of Rangkatu, PulaiWangsu, resident of
Old Changlang, Niranjan Das,
Resident of Changlang along
with miscellaneous drugs like
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opium and brown sugar on 1st
July 2018, have been handed
over to Police Station, Changlang and FIR also initiated
against above individuals for
further action. Changlang battalion, the harbingers of peace
and harmony, in their endeavor to establish and maintain a
people friendly environment
undertake various activities in
the best interest of the people
of Changlang.

State level review
meeting of wcd held:
Rebia presides over the
meeting

DIPR: July 5:
The state level review -cuminteraction meeting of the
Women and Child Development was held at Itanagar on 5th july 2018 which
was presided over by the
WCD minister Nabam Rebia. While interacting with
the participants the minister
expressed happiness over
the conduct of the reviewcum-integrative meeting and
urged upon all the stakeholders to strive hard to ensure
that the benefits of all the
WCD schemes reached the
needy people, especially in
the rural areas. Rebia passionately appealed the DD
(ICDS) and CDPOs to implement the centrally sponsored
schemes under the department sincerely and methodically in the interest of the
state. The minister asked the
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officers to utilize the funds
judiciously and complete the
schemes on time to benefit
the targeted sections of the
society. Rebia asked the executing officers to priotize the
schemes in terms of need of
the people. He assured to
pool in resources to implement the schemes under the
department. While welcoming the minister and the invitees the Commissioner of
WCD Gamli Padu threw light
on the activities of the WCD
department and said that the
department was travelling
the proverbial extra mile to
implement the schemes efficiently in the interest of the
beneficiaries. Earlier, the Director of WCD Ms Tokmem
Pertin Loyi gave an overview of the various schemes
implemented by the department through a power-point
presentation. She made
an ardent appeal to the DD
(ICDS) and CDPOs to leave
no stone unturned to make
all the schemes under their
jurisdiction a success.
The participants while
interacting with the minister and the Commissioner
expressed their grievances
and other pressing problems
faced by them while implementing the schemes. They
highlighted about some of
the bottle-necks and urged
the minister and Commissioner to place funds on
time in order to execute the
schemes successfully.
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Governor urges upon
the officers to have a
‘Pan Arunachal’ view

ITANAGAR, JULY 5:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) convened a meeting
of senior officers of the State
and discussed about developmental programmes and projects at Raj Bhavan, Itanagar
on 5th July 2018. They also
discussed the issues to be
raised in the ensuing plenary
meeting of the North Eastern
Council (NEC) at Shillong on
9th and 10th July 2018.
The Governor urged
upon the officers to have a
‘Pan Arunachal’ view and emphasized that initiatives must
be Suo Moto to any problem
or challenge confronting the
common citizens of the State.
He reiterated that every Paisa
spend from the Public Fund
on any programme or project
must bring matching result for
the development of the people.
The Governor shared
his concern with the senior
bureaucrats about alleged corrupt practices and absence of
government officials from their
offices, which is hampering
the smooth functioning of the
government offices.
Inviting
suggestions
from the officers to be taken up
in the 67th Plenary of NEC, the
Governor said that the State
must make best use of the NE
Forum to put forward the chal-
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lenges of the people for its resolution by joint effort. He also
advised the officers to explore
institutional mechanism to expedite the implementation of
NEC sponsored projects.
Issues related to roads
and air connectivity, law and
order, security, infrastructure,
health and textbooks distribution also came up for discussion.
State Chief Secretary
Shri Satya Gopal briefed the
Governor on the matters pertaining to North Eastern Council. Commissioners and Secretaries attended the meeting.

Dree Festival celebrates
across State

ITANAGAR, July 5:
Attending the Capital Complex Dree Festival Celebration
at Papu Nallah Dree Ground
here today, Deputy Chief Minister, Chowna Mein hails Apatani Community for jealously
up keeping their cultural identity that was handed down by
their forefathers through ages.
He called the Apatani’s as one
of the most traditional tribe of
the State and said other tribes
need to learn from them in
terms of preservation of culture
& traditions. He said that because of their efforts in keeping their traditions and culture
alive, Ziro Valley is known all
over the world today and many
tourists from across the globe
come to see the valley. He
said that State Government
will give every support to en-
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able Ziro Valley to be declared
as one of the World Heritage
Site.
He further stated that
Arunachal Pradesh is a hotbed for research scholar due
to its rich diverse cultures and
traditions and the State Govt
has kept provision in the Budget for research and documentation of unique tribal cultures
& traditions of the State adding that Govt will provide every
support for upkeep of the cultural identity and traditions. He
further said that the Arunachal
Pradesh is one of the most
beautiful State because of its
cultural diversity and beautiful
landscapes.
Citing the present period as the age of technology
and innovations, he called upon
the youths to use the technology to their advantage in more
positive way. He urged them
to shun the negativity and instead make use of internet like
YouTube and social media for
promotion and publicity of our
unique cultures, scenic beauties and beautiful landscape to
the outside world which would
give fillip to tourist’ flow in the
State.
He further said that
depending solely in the Govt
for everything will not work for
long but opined that community need to develop a sense
of involvement and belongingness for all round development
of the State.
He assured to fulfil his
left out assurance which he

made during his participation
in the festival last time.
On the occasion, the
dignitaries released, Dree
Festival Souvenir title ‘Reading in Culture & Tradition’,
Yellow Page Booklet ‘Tanii
Duko’, a CD on ‘Dree Mythology & Committee Songs’,
Popiriscope and an audio album ‘Popi Sermi Vol.VI’ and a
You Tube Documentary Film
‘Michi’.
The dignitaries also
give away felicitations to the
meritorious students of Apatani Community which was felicitated by the Apatani Career
Guidance Forum.
Among others, Former
Chief Minister, Nabam Tuki,
Parliamentary Secretary for
PWD, UD & Town Planning,
Techi Kaso and former Minister, Padi Richo also attended
the festival.
Cultural items including
Daminda (Mega Dance), Apatani Folk Dance and presentation of Dree Mythology in the
form of drama were the other
attractions of the festival.
At Nago Putu, Ziro :
The Central Dree was
celebrated with traditional fervor and gaiety at the Nago
Putu Dree ground today.
Gracing the occassion
as Chief Guest Shri Bamang Felix, Honorable Minister
RWD, IPR, Printing and Parliamentary affairs called for
a collective effort from all the
denizens of Ziro to preserve
and protect Mother Nature.
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"The gennesis of all
our festivals is Mother Nature.
She is invoked, Appeased and
appealed during all our festivals for bounty full harvest or
for protection of agricultural
crops. In return let us pledge
to protect and preserve nature.
Let us use the festivals as platforms to propagate peacefully
coexistence between man and
nature. "he said.
" I have pledged to
plant one lakh trees and I am
still counting at 19,000. Plant
a tree to mark the birthdays of
your children and let them be
the conservationist " he added
while donating four lakhs to
the Dree festival committee
to carry out tree plantations in
and around Ziro and another
lakh for after care of the planted trees.
Terming good roads as
catalyst of development, shri
Felix called for sacrificing a bit
for the larger interest. There
needs to be a huge paradigm
shift from "my right" to "my responsibility " in our mindsets.
Let the roads come, let us cast
away our differences, rise and
bind together by our thought
process , he added while appealing for cooperation in the
developmental process.
He further assured to
provide funds for maintenance
of roads under PMGSY. He
also called for reexamination
of schemes under SADA and
recommendations of people
centric /utility schemes. He
also divulged that funds un-
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der SIDF will be released very
soon after re-concilation by the
CAG.
To the joy of the people of the valley he further informed that the much awaited
Pange river project which will
agument the drinking water
supply of Ziro has been forwarded to Delhi and assured
full cooperation from his end.
As a token of appreciation to the cultural troupes
and the Goan Buras and buris
he gave away cash awards to
them. He asked the goan Buras and buris to be agents of
development and assist the
government in bringing development to the person at the
last mile.
Earlier he conveyed
the Chief Minister Shri Pema
Khandu s Dree greetings,
whose currently at Japan representing the nation.
MLA Er. Tage Taki,
Deputy Commissioner Shri
Chukhu Takar, Shri Hage Tara,
President Tanw Supun Dukun
and Shri Nani Tani, Chairman,
Dree Committee also spoke
on the occasion.
On the occasion Lt.
Leegang Tachang was awarded the Dree award ,2018 for
his immense contribution to
growth of Apatani Art and culture
Also the Best Apatani
teacher of year was awarded
to Laigi Tapa, JT , presently
working in Gandhi Secondary school,Hapoli. Colourfull
cultural program including
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daminda, pri-dance by school
children , release of four Apatani Music albums and a documentary were the part of the
festivity.
At Tezu : The harvest
festival of the Apatani Community Dree was celebrated
with much pomp and gaiety
here today at newly inaugurated Dree Ground. Gracing
the occasion as Chief Guest,
Minister for Animal Husbandry
& Dairy, Sports & Youth Affairs,
Agriculture, Horticulture and
Fisheries, Dr. Mohesh Chai
commended the community
and festival committee membersfor achieving the monumental task of developing its
own ground for cultural activities. He promised to extend
all possible help in making the
ground a properly functioning
one with all the basic facilities.
Chai also assured a
sum of Rs. 5 Lakhs from his
MLALAD fund for the same.
He praised local businessmen
Ojimso Tayang for donating a
part of the ground. Recalling
an incident wherein people of
Ziro had acknowledged and
appreciated the construction
of Dree Festival Ground, Chai
said that Lohit district and
Tezu in particular had time and
again proved the cosmopolitan
atmosphere of the place.
Praising the progressive nature of the Apatani
Community, Guest of honour
SP DW Thongdok spoke on
the connection between festivals and cultural ethos. Dr
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Hage Naku Chairman Dree
Festival Committee gave a riveting mythological narration of
the Dree festival.
The programme was
peppered with numbers of
dance programmes by young
and the old alike. The festival
was attended by admin officers, HoDs of allied department, public and the community members.
At Khonsa:
Additional Deputy Commissioner,
Khonsa Techu Aran as Chief
Guest and SP Jitendra Kumar
Meena, IPS as Guest of honour respectively graced the
most colourful festival of Apatani “Dree” at Multipurpose
Community Hall, Khonsa by
Apatani of Khonsa in a befitting manner. The programme
was started with unfurling of
Dree Flag by Chief Guest cum
ADC which was followed by
it’s theme song by Apatanis.
The Chief Guest and Guest
of honour were felicitated with
Apatani traditional coat.
While greetings the
Apatani community, the ADC
cum Chief Guest Techu Aran
termed Apatani as most advance community in the state
of Arunachal Pradesh in every
fields, he added Apatani are
rich in preserving aged old
traditional culture, hardworking, soft & mild nature, peace
loving which need to be learnt
by rest community of the state
in particular and country as
a whole. Speaking as Guest
of honour, Tirap SP Jitendra
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Kumar Meena, IPS said that
Dree Festival of Apatani seen
really wonderful and unique of
it’s kind as the mythology of
Dree itself signifies the hard
work and dedication of Apatani’s ancestors since the time
immemorial. SP appreciated
organizer for inviting him as
Guest of honour to graced the
grand occasion Dree at Khonsa.
Earlier the mythology
of Dree was read out by Chief
Patron “KDFC” Er. Gyati Anda,
wherein he said that the history of Dree with the life and
struggle of the Anii Donii and
Aba Liibo during the period of
Abotani 9Ancestral forefather
of Apatani).Thus, Dree is being performed by the Apatanis
from generation to generation
through out the course of their
migration. In the past, Dree
was celebrated in every villages of Apatani Plateau, but
it in the year 1967 it was decided to celebrate at common
Dree Ground at Old Ziro. As
such, 5th July has been recognized as DREE DAY. Er.
Anda praised and appreciated
ADC Aran and SP Meena for
spearing their precious time to
graced the occasion and make
a grand success.
KDFC President Hibu
Doley and Secretary General
Er. Taru Majhi also spoke on
the occasion.
Variety cultural items
and grand Dree lunch marked
the celebration a grand success.

Honoko , Ziro: MLA
cumming Parliamentary secretary Food and civil supplies Er.
Tage Taki inaugurated the food
festival of the 29th Hong Dree
celebrations at Dree ground
Honoko today.
"Food festivals should
aim to promote our tribal cuisine rather than being overtly
for business purpose. We
should open our culinary basics to our guests and people
joining the festivities from other districts. " said Er. Tage Taki
while addressing the gathering.
".We should also explore the possibility of commercializing food products like
maize by innovating varieties
of dishes and packaging them
well. The present government
is traversing that extra mile to
encourage entrepreneurs and
innovative ideas, " he added
and exhorted the youths to be
innovative and not not depend
only on government resources.
Deputy Commissioner
Shri Chukhu Takar also extended his greetings to the
people of Hong on the occasion of Dree.
The inugural program
was marked by a Colourful cultural display and yoga demonstrations by students of Kendra Vidyalaya, Dilopolyang.
The secluded Honoko
ground surrounded by pine
trees looked alive and festive
with Twenty colourful foodstalls selling the relished pikke
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pilla to exotic food stuffs to local beverages "ala"
The inugural program
was attended by officers, public leaders, PRI members and
public.

Army to Conduct
Adventure Challenge Cup

Aalo, July 5:
Headquarter 5 infantry Brigade; Aalo is conducting 56
Infantry Division Adventure
Challenge Cup 2018-19. The
event includes Cycling and
Running which will be conducted on Road Aalo to Kaying covering 42 kilometers and
30 kilometer’ near GREF location near Wak from 5. 30 AM to
8 AM with effect from 12 July
to 15 July.
To ensure the safety of
participants and to control the
traffic on this road, the Army
has requested to provide four
police personnel for traffic control at various points and safe
conduct of the competition .

Three schemes in a
meeting convened at
Office Chamber of CS
at Block-2 (PMJDY),
(PMJJBY), and PMSBY

ITANAGAR, July 5:
Chief Secretary Shri. Satya
Gopal has strongly asked the
Labour and Employment Department to actively participate in the process of achieving 100 per cent coverage of
Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan
Yojana (PMJDY), Pradhan
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Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Beema
Yojana (PMJJBY), and Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima
Yojana (PMSBY) in the State.
Chief Secretary directed Commissioner Labour & Employment to direct all the District
officers to get involved in the
implementation of all the three
schemes in a meeting convened at Office Chamber of
CS at Block-2, here today.
He informed the members present that the Ministry
of Finance, Government of
India is directly monitoring the
status of the schemes especially on financial inclusion under the three schemes.
The Chief Secretary
has directed the concerned
department for proper utilization of the State Government
resources in the district for
cent per cent success of the
three noble financial schemes
for the benefit of the villagers
and poor households.
More could be done if
the government machineries
are properly utilized. It is also
the responsibility of Labour and
Employment Officers posted in
the districts to ensure that the
laborers registered under the
Labour Welfare Board opens
their bank accounts and get
their Aadhar enrolled, he said.
He further directed
the Labour Commissioner to
present monthly report to the
Chief Secretary on the progress of the implementation of
the three schemes in the districts. He further asked the
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Bank representatives to felicitate the villagers and illiterate
public in opening of their bank
accounts.
Let the financial inclusion be a movement with a
mission mode in Arunachal
Pradesh, he concluded.
As per latest report,
the Status of PMJDY is @ 100
%, PMSBY @ 93.68%, and
PMJJBY is @ 80.05 % in the
State.
Commissioner
Finance, Labour Commissioner,
Secretary Finance, Chairman
Labour Welfare Board, General Managers of NABARD,
Lead Bank, SBI were present
in the meeting.
CS has asked to include the Arunachal Pradesh
Rural Bank, Apex Bank, and
Cooperative Bank to be present in the next review meeting on the status and progress
of the PMJDY, PMJJBY, and
PMSBY.

DC -cum-CEO Papum
Pare convened a meeting
with EROs and AEROs

Yupia, July 6:
Deputy Commissioner cum
District Election Officer, Papum Pare Dr.Joram Beda, IAS
convened a meeting with
EROs and AEROs to discuss the progress of House
to House field verification, rationalisation of Polling station
and Special Summary Revision Photo Electoral Roll-2019
here at DC’s conference hall
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today on 6/7/18. While reviewing the progress report House
to House field verification and
Rationalisation of polling stations of EROs and AEROs
DC cum DEO Dr. Beda called
upon officers to discharge their
duties sincerely and instructed
all EROs and AEROs to ensure to conduct meetings with
Booth Level Officers once in a
month batch wise to monitor
and supervise their work and
to keep proper contacts and
lists of Booth Level Agents of
Political parties in their areas
especially during rationalisation of Polling Booths to avoid
any future problems.
He also instructed all
admin officers to stay in their
place of posting and complete
duties pertaining to election
in a time bound manner.He
further informed that there is
ban on transfer of officers and
staffs those are engaged with
E/Roll of revision.
Emphasising on processing of forms on ERO Net
only,all forms 6,7,8 and 8A
received through online during upcoming Special Revision Photo E/Rolls -2019, he
stated that it shall be personal
responsibility of the ERO &
AERO to ensure that all forms
should be uploaded on daily
basis on dashboard and that
data entry is updated in ECI
portal through ERO Net.
At the very outset ERO
(Hq) Smti Kapter Ringu briefed
the house about the objectives
of the meeting and requested
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all admin officers to send the
proposal after proper verification.
During the discussion
the matters pertaining to rationalisation of Polling Stations and specific reasons for
creation of new Polling Station as per ECI guideline and
upcoming Special Summary
Revision Photo Electoral Roll2019 which will conduct from
01/09/2018 to 31/10/2018
were also discussed.
All EROs & AEROs
present on the occasion presented their progress report
and apprised the DEO about
their work and problems faced
by them during the field work.
They were also given training on ERO Net procedure
and National Voters’ Service
Portal(NVSP) by staff of Election staff with power point presentation.
EAC -cum-ERO Itanagar, AERONaharlgun, Banderdewa, Gumto, Parang,
Sangdupota, Tarasso, Kimin,
Kakoi and Doimukh attended
the meeting.

DC asks depts, Banks
& service providers
to give their best to
provide citizen centric
services through “Jan
Sunvai”

PASIGHAT, July 6 :
DC East Siang, Tamiyo Tatak
has asked all departments,
Banks & other service providers to give their best for pro-

viding people centric services
through the one -day Jan
Sunvai (Administration at your
doorstep) Programme , so that
all services and information of
various benefits and schemes
of the State and Central Government are availed by people
with ease.Tatak was addressing HoDs ,representatives of
Banks among others here in
the morning at DC Conference
Hall at the coordination meeting.
We all must all be
committed to make available
all services to the people during the
one-day Jan Sunvai on July 14 at IGJHSS
Auditorium,Pasighat
and
catch up with districts ,which
have already conducted such
doorstep services in providing
on the spot delivery of various services and schemes
at the doorstep of the people.
Every section of society from
farmers, students, patients,
Bank customers, pensioners,
traders ,electricity,water and
other consumers among others should get benefit from the
one-day Jan Sunvai, he added.
The DC stressed on
coordination and team spirit of
the departments.
Later during the coordination meeting, the DC
also took stock on preventive
measures and other disaster
management issues in view of
the Monsoon season. The DC
asked the concerned department and stakeholders to con-
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stantly monitor the condition
of the Highways, Rivers and
vulnerable and disaster prone
areas and various other essential infrastructures . He
also instructed the Health Department to keep in stock all
required medicines in PHCs
and CHS, particularly in rural
and remote areas.
On the occasion, the
DC also stressed on workculture, punctuality and sincerety
in discharging official duties.
Surprise checking through flying squad of the district will
submit report of absentee officials for which strict action will
be taken, he further cautioned
on the occasion.

Officers & Staff of DC
Office mourn demise of
Late Darang

PASIGHAT, July 6:
A condolence meeting was
held here in DC Office and
two –minutes silence was observed by Officers and Staff
as a mark of respect to former
Deputy Commissioner, East
Siang,Late Tayon Darang. DC
Tamiyo Tatak .SP, Prashant
Gautam also attended the
condolence meeting.
DC Tamiyo Tatak in his
Condolence message , said “
In him, we have lost one of our
Good and dedicated Administrative Officer. We convey
our deepest sorrow, heartfelt
condolences to the members
of the bereaved family.” The
gathering prayed for the eter-
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nal peace of the departed Soul.
Office was declared closed after the meeting as a mark of
respect to Late Darang.

Sensitization cum
Orientation Programme
on NTCP Held

Aalo, July 6:A sensitization cum orientation Programme on National
Tobacco Control Programme
and cigarette and other tobacco Product Act was elaborately discussed under the Chairmanship of West Siang Deputy
Commissioner Smti Swetika
Sachan at Conference Hall of
DC office today.
Initiating the discussion, the DC said that many
of the shopkeepers are selling
these items in restricted areas
as per the act and most of the
shops are selling these items
without valid trading authorizing them to sell the products.
She stressed checking such
shops by the concerned line
department to contain growing
use of such products by the
shops. The DMO, Dr. Nyage
Geyi outline the importance of
the sensitization and orientation programme and emphasised the need to work cohesively to give awareness to the
school children on ill effects of
these products.
Dr. Jumbom Kato, DPO
DTCC Aalo dwelt at length on
detail overview of National Tobacco control and disclosed
that 274.9 million are addict-
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ed, 8-9 lakhs die, 30% cancer
deaths, 40% TB and other
diseases etc are attributed
to use of tobacco products.
He disclosed that Awareness
and sensitization programme
are being launched in various schools. All other departments, Market Committees
representatives also took part
in the meeting.

AP GOVT. has handed
over the Ojing Taying
murder case to the
Central Bureau of
Investigations (CBI)

ITANAGAR, July 6:
The Arunachal Pradesh Government has handed over the
OjingTaying murder case to
the Central Bureau of Investigations (CBI) with immediate
effect.
A case, No 146/2017,
u/s 341/326/302/34 IPC, was
registered in the Itanagar Police Station on the basis of a
complaint of assault by unknown persons registered by
the elder brother of the victim
on 14/6/2017. OjingTaying
later succumbed to his injuries at GNRC, Guwahati on
19/6/2017. As the investigations were making no headway, the case was transferred
to the State Crime Branch
(SIT) on 4/4/2018.
However, the state
government took cognizance
that despite the case being
registered more than a year
ago, no substantive progress
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was visible and there were still
no clues about the culprits.
It viewed that investigations
were not progressing satisfactorily compared to the seriousness and sensitivity of the
case.
Further,
specialized
and technical investigation is
required by an expert police
force to expedite the investigations, the government observed.
After the matter was
examined by the competent
authority based on recommendation made by the state Director General of Police, it was
decided that the state Home
Department would transfer
the case to the CBI for speedy
delivery of justice to the victim
and bereaved family members.
In
a
letter,
No.HMB(B)/80/2018,
dated
5th July 2018 to the CBI, the
state Home Commissioner
while transferring the case to
the CBI submitted along-with
the gist of the case and detail
report of investigations made
so far by the SIT.

A meeting was
convened in the office
chamber of the Deputy
Commissioner, Lower
Subansiri

Ziro, July 6:
A meeting was convened
in the office chamber of the
Deputy Commissioner, Lower
Subansiri to finalise various
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schemes and projects from
the district under SADA for
onward submission to the government.
The meeting was attended by HMLA ,16 Yachuli
shri Likha Saaya, Parliamentary Secretary, Transport and
HMLA 17 Ziro Hapoli Er. Tage
Taki, Parliamentary Secretary
Food and Civil Supplies. Officers and engineers working
in the field level will have better knowledge of the requirements of the people. So ideas
should come from the ground
level, said shri Likha Saaya
while encouraging the officers
to be proactive and not merely
depend on the directions of the
MLAs.
He also felt the need for
holding coordination meetings
regularly to establish rapport
and create a conducive environment to nurture a healthy
work culture.
17th Ziro Hapoli MLA
Er. Tage Taki while addressing the officers said that the
development of the district entirely depends upon the team
work of the MLAs and the Officers. Also all the projects and
schemes implemented in the
district should be brought under the notice of the Deputy
Commissioner to facilitate better monitoring, he added.
Expressing
serious
concern over the delayed outdoor stadium project at Ziro Er.
Tage Taki directed the Deputy
Commissioner to write to the
Deputy Director, Urban asking

him to complete the project by
15th August, 2018.
Both the MLAs were
unanimous in emphasing on
the need to select projects that
are need based and to avoid
duplicity in all forms.
The MLAs also expressed their strong resentment on the absenteeism of
officers in the district. They
requested the Deputy Commissioner Shri Chukhu Takar
to work out a strategy to deal
with absenteeism and initiate
strong actions against erring
officers.
As decided by the
house all the departments
submitted their list of projects/
schemes under SADA which
shall be finalised by the District level Planning Committee
within two days.

Chief Secretary Satya
Gopal Inaugurates
Administration at Your
Doors ( Jan Sunwai) at
Roing

Roing, July 7:
" Till now you have been coming to us, but from now we will
come to your doorsteps" said
the Chief Secretary Satya
Gopal ( IAS) while inaugurating the first Jan Sunwai in the
Lower Dibang Valley district, at
Roing today. He informed that
the concerns that the state
government has for its people
has materialised in the easier
access to delivery of services
through the Jan Sunwai pro-
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grammes to be held in all the
villages/ cluster of the villages
in the state. Hoping that the
benefits of the programme
truly reaches the needy beneficiaries, he asked all to take
advantage of Jan Sunwai programme.
The Chief Secretary
also spoke on the need to harness tourism, agriculture and
horticulture potential, which
had a lot of scope with the
improved connectivity of the
district. Reiterating his point
of ensuring that benefits truly
reaches the needy, he spoke
on the dream that ' Team Arunachal' had of working towards making the state one of
the best administered states in
the country.
The Chief Secretary
along with MLA Mutchu Mithi,
Divisional Commissioner Gamli Padu( IAS), Commissioner
Tax & Excise Anirudh Singh
( IRS), MD (NHM) Tapasya
Raghav (IAS), Deputy Commissioner Mitali Namchoom (
IAS) and dignitaries present
inspected all the stalls and the
medical camp and also gave
away certificates and benefits
to the beneficiaries. The team
also inspected the Power Grid
Sub Station, Deopani bridge
and the Mini Secretariat being
constructed by PWD at Roing.
A Meeting with the
heads of departments of the
district to review the performance and progress of the
Centrally Sponsored Schemes
and State Sponsored Schemes
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was also held on the day. The
Chief Secretary advised all the
departments to enhance their
performance in beneficiary
selection and Aadhar seeding of the beneficiaries in the
district.
In the agriculture and
horticulture sectors, he directed the departments to ensure
that small and marginal farmers are registered, get the
best price for their produce
and the benefits are given to
them.
He also directed the
departments to root out discrepancies in data projected
and check the dovetailing of
schemes. The CS advised all
the departments to step up
their performance in the sectors they were working on.
At Dambuk, Chief
Secretary Satya Gopal (
IAS) in the presence of MLA
Dambuk Gum Tayeng, Divisional Commissioner Gamli
Padu( IAS), Commissioner
Tax & Excise Anirudh Singh
( IRS), Deputy Commissioner
Mitali Namchoom ( IAS) and
other dignitaries inaugurated
the Multipurpose Community
Hall.
The CS informed the
public about the Jan Sunwai
programme being held at Roing and called it a progressive
work taken up by Team Arunachal to benefit the masses. He also requested the
GBs to disseminate information on the next Jan Sunwai
to be held at Dambuk and ad-

vised them to bring maximum
number of people to avail the
facilities to be provided.
The Chief Secretary
and team also visited the
Zero point bridge site of Sisiri
river and reviewed the status
and progress of work.
During the Jan Sunwai at Roing, more than 600
people availed of the health
check up/ medical camp. District Administration issued 320
ILPs and issued more than
200 new ILP forms. The Agriculture department distributed 4 tractors and 3 power
tillers under the CM's Agriculture- mechanisation Scheme.
The AP Rural bank handed
over loan sanction letters to
5 SHGs and 10 Rupay KCC
cards to farmers.
The horticulture department registered more
than 200 farmers and distributed spray machines on the
day.The tax & excise department renewed 20 licences.
50 AADHAR enrolments were done and 500
new forms were issued by the
Statistics department. 160 ration cards were renewed by
the food and civil supply department. 70 people applied
for Learners license while 11
new learners licences were
issued. The day also saw 40
new accounts being opened
by various banks of the district
and more than 300 forms under various welfare schemes
were issued to the public during the Jan Sunwai.
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Administration to
Check Absenteeism and
Ensure People Friendly
Governance

Aalo, July 7:
A Consultative meeting was
held under the chairmanship
of West Siang Deputy Commissioner Swetika Sachan
to sort out absenteeism, late
going to office and ensure a
people friendly governance as
per the directives of govt at
Conference Hall of DC office
on 9th July last.
The DC insisted on
regular checking of Attendance Register by Head of Offices and disclosed that Flying
Squads consisting of administrative officers will visit various
offices twice a week to take
stock of punctuality in the offices. She also disclosed that
some reports are coming from
various corners on untimely
closures of offices without intimation ting by the Head of
offices and putting In Charges
on their behalf cauing inconvieniences to the people who go
to their offices.
In order to bring administration to the door steps of
the people ensuring a people
friendly governance, Mobile
office and Jan Sunwai will be
conducted on every first Monday of the month at District
Keba Hall. All Head of Offices
have been instructed to bring
issues that required hearing
and awareness and such Jan
Sunwai will be kick started
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from a remote circle soon. All
HODs who took part in the
meeting also gave useful suggestions to make it more effective in the district.

“Maintain punctuality
and meet the common
visitors to your office”:
Governor to Officers

ITANAGAR, JULY 7:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) convened a meeting
of senior officers of Rural Development, Environment and
Forests and Planning Departments at Raj Bhavan, Itanagar
on 7th July 2018. They discussed various issues including livelihood programmes,
catchment area treatment,
bamboo development, doubling of farmers’ income and
road connectivity for the State,
which will be taken up by the
Governor in the 67th Plenary
of North Eastern Council.
The Governor emphasised that all the Central
and State programmes must
be implemented in letter and
spirit. There must be proper
monitoring of all the NEC
schemes. Challenges in the
implementation of the development programmes must be
addressed at the earliest. All
effort should be made to ensure that the benefits of welfare programmes reach the
targeted population, he said.
In the meeting, the
Governor urged upon the of-
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ficers to maintain punctuality
and meet the common visitors
to their office to ameliorate
their difficulties. The Governor
also advised them to promote
and propagate the mission of
Swachh Bharat.
The Governor advised
the officers to explore ways
and means to double the incomes of the farmers by addressing the challenges in
transportation,
preservation
and marketing of their products. As Arunachal Pradesh
has the highest number of
species of bamboos, while
32 species are cultivated by
the farmers and 44 species
are occurring naturally in the
State, the Governor said that
he would propose for opening
a Research Cum Development Institute, to be located in
Arunachal Pradesh of bamboo
cultivation at the NEC Fora.
Earlier, the officers
briefed the Governor on the
issues related to their departments for discussion in the ensuing plenary of North Eastern
Council meet.

schools and their vicinity at
Darak, Keak and other places from 2nd to 5th July last.
These schools are devoid of
forest cover for a long time.
The
Parliamentary
Secretary for Sports and Youth
Affairs, Shri Nyamar Karbak
attended the Awareness cum
plantation drive organised by
KKSU in collaboration with
Aalo Forest Division. The ADC
Yomcha, Shri Rujjum Raksap, DFO Abhinav Kumar, CO
Darak, LAWS President Bidu
Poyom, former Panchayat
leaders, Goan Buras and
public attended the plantation
drive on 2nd July.
At Keak, three days
Social Service cum Plantation
Drive initiated by Keak Youth
Club and Yaki Tato Women
Party was given all out support
by Aalo Forest Division and
Public Health Engineering Department.

Aalo Forest Division
Conducted Awareness
Programme cum
Plantation Drive

Aalo, July 8:
A Consultative meeting on
fire accident at Aalo town and
likely monsoon triggered disasters meeting was held under the chairmanship of West
Siang Deputy Commissioner,
Shri Sode Potom was held at
Conference Hall of DC office
on 6th July last.
Shri Sode Potom insisted bon awareness camps in all

Aalo, July 7:
In its continued effort to generate awareness and check
dwindling greenies fir various reasons, the Aalo Forest
Division has embarked upon
series of plantation drives in

Consultation on
Frequent Fire Accidents
and other Disaster
Preparedness Held:
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sectors, market fire safety tips
by the department of Disaster
Managements and Fire services from time to time. Misfortune and natural disasters
do come sometime but manmade disasters due to lack of
awareness, poor participation
of people in Awareness campaign, unplanned growth of
town, poor house construction,
god owns with combustible
materials, lack of knowledge
on electric appliances etc can
be looked into through cooperation of all, he said. Circle
Officer Shri Lijum Ete, Kirdo
Ete, OC Incharge Aalo Fire
Station also dwelt at length on
construction of houses without
allotment, electric connection
without permission and without space for entry of fire brigade in many sectors are posing serious problem.
The DDMO Shri Nima
Dorjee outlined the objective
of the meeting and gave detail deliberation on DDMA Act,
Advisory Committee, Incident
Response Team, evacuation,
Mock Drill etc. The representatives from Sectors, public
and Secretaries of Bazar also
forwarded their useful suggestions.

District Level
Implementation
Committee (DLIC) Meeting
Yupia, July 9:
A District Level Implementation Committee(DLIC) Meeting of Mission Organic Value
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Chain Development (MOVCDNER) for the year 2017-18 for
the district of Papumpare was
convened on 9thJuly 2018
at the conference hall of the
Deputy Commissioner, Yupia.
Chairing the meeting the Deputy Commissioner, Papumpare District Dr. Joram Beda
suggested for establishment
of independent custom hiring centre easily accessible
to farmers in all the turmeric
growing areas of the district.
He also directed field staffs of
the department of agriculture
to make regular field visit and
monitoring of scheme along
with staffs of the service provider of MOVCD, M/s Oppu
Engineering and Agro Services for successful implementation of the scheme. The
Deputy Commissioner also
emphasised on advertisement
in Indiamart, Flipkart, Amazon,
Facebook etc to invite buyers
from outside the state and for
marketing of the produce.
Earlier mission coordinator of the scheme MOVCD,
Papumpare T.N Katung, ADO
highlighted the aim and objectives of the meeting. The M/s
Oppu Engineering and Agro
Services presented powerpoint on the status and implementation of scheme and cultivation of Turmeric crop under
the scheme. The meeting was
attended by all the members
of the district level implementation committee from Agriculture and Allied departments
and service providers.
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One day painting
competition was
organized at Hawai GHSS

ANJAW, JULY 9:
Joining the nation wide effort
of outreach activities of the
NHIDCL, a one day painting
competition was organized
at Hawai GHSS with support
from the NHIDCL BO Namsai on the theme of Swach
Bharat/Traffic Rules/My Vision of a Good Road for students of the school where
more than 50 childrens participated. Inaugurating the
competition Smti Mamata
Riba Deputy Commissioner
called upon the children to
imbibe the values of positivity
for a progressing district. Shri
Deep Chand Nag (DGM),
NHIDCL delivering keynote
address dwelt upon the importance of the event for involving children participation
in nation building. Earlier
Vice Principle I/c GHSS Hawai this Mr. Bellai welcoming
the children and the guest
called upon the children to
inculcate a love for fine arts.
The winners of the competition are Master Goody Appa
(1st Prize), Master Bisenso
Pul (2ndPrize) and Master Chusam Yun (3rd Prize)
were awarded with Cash
prizes. The competition is
part of NHIDCL’s nationwide
program to mark its 4th Inception Day and the Anjaw
Chapter was organized with
DSO (Sports) Shri BC Das
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as Event Coordinator under
District Administration. Earlier on 6th July Vanmahotsav
day was celebrated at Anjaw
district with motivation from
Department of Forests. At the
District headquarter, Love for
environment was sought to
be developed among school
children through Tree plantation at Urban Hawai lead
by Deputy Commissioner, M
Riba, DPO, Shri W Chautang,
Circle Officer Shri Takam Nicolas, Forest Officers Shri
Nosing Pul, Shri Lollen and
others.

A meeting to take
stock of the disaster
preparedness

TAWANG, July 9:
A meeting to take stock of the
disaster preparedness of the
district was held today. Various aspects viz. Stocking of
essential commodities / life
saving medicines, arrangement of safe drinking water,
departmental
contigency
plans, damage assesment,
evacuation plan etc were
discussed at length. Existing
Buildings to be used as temporary shelthers in case of any
eventualities were identified
and roles and responsibilities
of all concerned officers were
also conveyed.
Speaking during the
meeting, ADC Tawang Lobsang Tsering outscored the
importance of such meetings
to review the preparedness

and requested everyone for
active participation so as to
frame a robust and holistic
disaster mitigation plan. Recalling the past incidences of
flash flood and landslides that
had resulted in loss of many
lives and properties, he advised everyone to keep vigil.
SP Tawang Sagar
Singh Khalsi stressed on creating awareness regarding
precautionary measures to
prevent natural calamities as
well as man made mishaps
through various means like
mock drills, capacity building
programmes, miking, talks
through All India Radio, display of signboards at vulnerable areas including Tourist
places, distribution of pamphlets, social media, advisories on District Administration
website etc . Further, reflecting on the importance of a
detailed/comprehensive list
of inventory including smallest of detail viz availibility of
search lights, daos, ropes
etc, SP reiterated that our objective should be to prepare
for the worst and hope for the
best.
Major Shekhawat from
190 Mtn Bde also highlighted
on the importance of communication during emergencies
through exchang of representative and assured of full cooperation.
The meeting was attended by Head of Departments and representatives
from Army and SSB.
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Administration to
Ensure Efficient and
People Friendly
Governance

Aalo, July 10:
A Consultative meeting on
fire accident at Aalo town and
likely monsoon triggered disasters meeting was held under the chairmanship of West
Siang Deputy Commissioner,
Shri Sode Potom was held at
Conference Hall of DC office
on 6th July last.
Shri Sode Potom insisted bon awareness camps
in all sectors, market fire
safety tips by the department
of Disaster Managements
and Fire services from time to
time. Misfortune and natural
disasters do come sometime
but manmade disasters due to
lack of awareness, poor participation of people in Awareness campaign, unplanned
growth of town, poor house
construction, god owns with
combustible materials, lack of
knowledge on electric appliances etc can be looked into
through cooperation of all, he
said. Circle Officer Shri Lijum
Ete, Kirdo Ete, OC Incharge
Aalo Fire Station also dwelt at
length on construction of houses without allotment, electric
connection without permission
and without space for entry of
fire brigade in many sectors
are posing serious problem.
The DDMO Shri Nima
Dorjee outlined the objective
of the meeting and gave de-
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tail deliberation on DDMA Act,
Advisory Committee, Incident
Response Team, evacuation,
Mock Drill etc. The representatives from Sectors, public
and Secretaries of Bazar also
forwarded their useful suggestions.

C M called for a
concrete timeline
and adherence to
successfully complete
‘Saubhagya’

ITANAGAR,July 12:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
called for a concrete timeline
and adherence to it through a
well-coordinated approach by
all stakeholders to successfully complete implementation of
the ambitious Pradhan Mantri
Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana –
‘Saubhagya’ – on time in Arunachal Pradesh.
The
‘Saubhagya’
scheme was launched by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on 25th September 2017 to
provide free electricity connections to all households (both
APL and BPL families) in rural
and urban areas. There are
around 4 crore un-electrified
households in the country and
they are targeted for providing
electricity connections by December 2018.
In a meeting with Rural Electrification Corporation
(REC) – which has been designated as the nodal agency for
Saubhagya , Khandu asserted
that in order to meet the De-
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cember 2018 deadline, REC
need to work in tandem with
the state Power department
and various works should be
executed concurrently. He also
insisted that the households
should not only be equipped
and wired but also be ‘lighted
up’ for the scheme to be a
complete success.
The meeting was also
attended by Power Minister
Tamiyo Taga, Chief Secretary
Satya Gopal, Finance Commissioner Kaling Tayeng,
Power Commissioner G S
Meena, REC officials headed
by Chairman and Managing
Director Dr P V Ramesh, state
Power Chief Engineers and
Superintendent Engineers.
While reminding that
the Prime Minister is very
much concerned about successful implementation of the
scheme, Khandu requested
the REC CMD to handhold
the state government as the
geographical and climatic conditions of the state can prove
major hurdles in completion of
field-works on time.
He assured that the
state government will mobilize all resources available to
achieve 100% electrification of
all households in the state by
December 31st this year.
The scheme in Arunachal Pradesh will provide
electrification to 44806 unelectrified households across the
state which includes 14113
connections to BPL households. While 39376 will be on-
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grid connections, 5430 will be
off-grid.
Referring to the Aspirational District scheme under
Gram Swaraj Abhiyan (Phase
II) of the center, which aspires
to electrify Namsai, the selected district under the scheme,
by August 15, 2018, Khandu
urged REC to complete wiring in all left-over households
by July-end so that the entire
district is electrified as scheduled.
Dr Ramesh, on behalf of the REC, assured the
state government of complete
cooperation while informing
that REC has established an
office at Itanagar for the sole
purpose of implementing the
scheme successfully in the
state on time.He sought cooperation and coordination from
the state Power department
officials and district administrations, to which the Chief
Secretary assured directives
will be immediately forwarded
to all the deputy commissioners in this regard.

Commissioner West/
WCP Takes Stock of
WCD Schemes in West
Siang and lower siang

AALO, JULY 12:
A Review Meeting on status of
various schemes implemented
by Women and Child Development department (WCD)
was conducted under the
Chairmanship of Shri Gamli
Padu, Commissioner (WCD)
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at DC’s Conference Hall Aalo
on 10th last. While assuring
to look into problems faced by
the officers, Shri Padu asked
all officers and officials to be
stationed at their respective
place of posting for better
service delivery to the people
and sceptical about low performance on Aadhaar coverage
of beneficiaries in West Siang,
Lower Siang District especially
vulnerable section of the society like children 0 – 6 years,
pregnant and lactating mothers and adolescent girls in the
age group of 11 – 14 years.
Aadhar is an important document and many schemes and
accounts are Aadhar linked
these days and poor coverage is a matter of concern. He
has also spoked on the importance of Aadhaar coverage
enrolment and its benefit in the
various Govt. Padu asked the
department officers to liase
with administrative officers in
the outposts for logistic support and mobilise field staffs to
work hard to give good coverage .Prime Minister’s Flagship
programmes especially phoshan abhiyan, Pradhan Mantri
Matru Vandana Yojana, Beti
Batcho, Beti Pradhao are to
implemented in letter and spirit
and insisted on Direct Benefit
Transfer mode which requires
Aadhaar seeded bank account number.
West Siang Deputy
Commissioner Smti Swetika
Sachan disclosed that Aadhaar
coverage under Monigong and

Pidi Circles shall be started
again and plan is being prepared to carry out the enrolment camp mode starting from
Lunget from. 23rd to 29th July.
Smti L.K. Singpho, Dy. Director ICDS, Administrative Officers of Mechukha, Tato, DSO
Statistical and entire child Dev.
Project officer under West
Siang and Lower Siang District also spoke in detail on activities taken up by them. Shri
Bahi Koyu, CDPO gave power
point presentation on status of
various schemes implemented
by WCD department in West
and Lower Siang.

Members of
Parliament, Tibetan
Parliament in Exile calls
on the Governor

ITANAGR, JULY 12:
The Member of Parliament,
Tibetan Parliament in Exile
(TPiE), Mr. Pema Jungney,
who is a former Speaker of
TPiE, called on the Governor
of Arunachal Pradesh Brig.
(Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) at Raj
Bhavan, Itanagar on 12th July
last.
Accompanied by Lama
Kunga Sothup, who is also a
Member of Parliament, TPiE
and Mr. G.T. Yangdup, Settlement Officer, Central Tibetan
Administration, Tibetan Settlement Office, Tenzingang Mr.
Jungney conveyed the gratitude of Tibetan Parliament
in Exile towards India and its
people for helping the Tibetan
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cause and Tibetan people in
the last sixty years.
The Governor shared
his experience of his visit to
Tibet region in earlier 1990s
and expressed hope that rich
cultural heritage of Tibet which
is embodied with peace and
humanism will continue to promote amity and brotherhood
amongst the people of the
world.
Earlier, Mr. Jungney
briefed the Governor about the
present petrifying situation in
Tibet.

Shri KamlungMosang
inaugurated the new
Food & Civil Supplies
Annexe Building

ITANAGAR, JULY 12:
Shri KamlungMosang, Hon’ble
Minister (Food & Civil Supplies,
WRD, Geology & Mining) inaugurated the new Food & Civil
Supplies Annexe Building at
the Directorate Headquarters
at PapuNallah, Naharlagun in
the presence of Shri Tage Taki,
H’PS, Food & Civil Supplies,
Shri Jokey Angu, Secretary
Food & Civil Supplies.
The new Annexe Building was constructed initially
under SPA 2011-12 and subsequently, funded under SPA
2014-15 and SADA 2017-18.
The new Annexe Building
consist of 23 (Twenty Three)
rooms with canteen and parking provisions. Later on, the
Hon’ble Minister inspected the
Data Centre under the Food &
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Civil Supplies department and
reiterated on the importance
of Aadhar Seeding in the PDS
Database.
Shri LiyonBorang, Director of Food & Civil Supplies,
apprised the Honourable Minister and Hon’ble Parliamentary Secretary about the Website
of the Department and various
facilities provided in the portal.

A meeting held in
connection with
holding of ‘Jan
SunvaiSammelans’

YUPIA JULY 12 :
A meeting in connection with
holding of ‘Jan SunvaiSammelans’ in different Circles and
Sub Divisions of the District
was held in the conference hall
of the Deputy Commissioner at
Yupia under the chairmanship
of Dr.Joram Beda, IAS.
In the meeting all the
Administrative Officers of concerned Circles and the DC
office and all Head of Departments of Papum Pare were
present.
Dr.Joram Beda, IAS, DC Yupia
while welcoming all the members in the meeting announced
that the District Administration,
Papum Pare is planning to
hold the Ist Phase of the Jan
Sunvai Sammelan at Jote village on 23rd July, and Kimin
town on 24th July,last. He
also directed all admin officers
and Head of Departments to
mobilize the general public
to participate in Jan Sunvai
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Sammelan. DC directed ADC
Balijan, SDO Kimin and CO
Sangdupota,Kimin
Judicial
Branch, Election Branch, Tax
& Excise, Power(Concerned
Division)PHED(Concerned
Division),Food & Civil Supply.
Transport, Statistics, Industries, Education, Land, Disaster Management, Medical,
Planning, AP Legal Services
Authority, ICDS, Labour& Employment, Legal Metrology,
APEDA, Lead Bank,NIC, Hortulture, Agriculture, Fishery,
Urban Development, Textile
and Handicraft, DRDA, Veterinery and Police to provide
public service during the Sammelans.

DHS Lower Subansiri
District held its first
quarterly review

ZIRO, JULY 13:
The District Health Society,
Lower Subansiri District
held its first quarterly review
meeting at the Conference
Hall of Gyati Takka General Hospital on 13th July
last. Chairing the meeting
DMO Dr. Tage Kano called
for a holistic approach from
all the medical fraternity in
creating productive lives
that would contribute to
nation building. "We need
to assimilate all the goods
of the preventive, curative
and promotive medical services and ensure a healthy
society,”he said. Viewing
seriously the absence of few
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officers of vertical programs
under NHM he said, " NHM
is a concept to converge all
the health programs under
one umbrella. Therefore all
the officers/coordinators of
various health programs
should also mandatorily attend the review meetings,
as such meetings provide
a platform for all to share
ideas, retrospect, and adopt
corrective measures and
workout solutions”. He also
emphasized on DBT of various healths program incentives to beneficiaries and
directed the MOs to ensure
the same.He further directed all the MOs to utilize the
funds judiciously and ensure
life saving drugs and equipments like oxygen are made
available in their respective
PHCs and CHCs throughout
the year. Dr.Kano also took
stock of the World Population fortnight activities that
was launched in the district
on 11th last.
All the MOs, and
program officers of various
health programs like RNTCP, DVBDCP, IDSP, RI,
NTCP, RBSK, rksk etc presented PowerPoint presentations on their performance
and challenges.
The day long review
meeting was also attended by EAC Hage Tarung,
DDSE Shri Hibu Tama, DD,
ICDs i/c Smt. Hage Indira,
doctors and paramedics
staffs.
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State Level Standing
Committee (SLSC) decided
to recommend DPR

ITANAGAR, JULY13:
After detailed deliberations,
the State Level Standing Committee (SLSC) decided to recommend DPR worth Rs. 405
crores to the Ministry of Power, Government of India in a
SLSC meeting held under the
Chairmanship of Chief Secretary cum Chairman (SLSC)
Shri. Satya Gopal at Conference Hall of Chief Secretary at
Civil Secretariat.Commissioner
Power G.S. Meena, Commissioner Finance Kaling Tayeng,
REC representative Shri. S.C.
Garg, APCCF A.K. Shukla,
Secretary RD & PR, Chief Engineer Power, Superintendent
Engineers (East) were present
in the meeting.
Addressing the gathering, Chief Secretary Shri.
Gopal has urged the Department concerned to ensure that
the timeline of electrifying the
44806 Households in Arunachal Pradesh under the Saubhagya flagship programme
of Government of India is
achieved in letter and spirit.
He asked them to work in a
mission mode so as to achieve
the main objective of the project which is to achieve universal household electrification by
providing last mile connectivity
and electricity connections to
all households in rural and urban areas by 31st December
2018.For successful and timely

implementation of the scheme,
Chief Secretary asked Commissioner Power and DCF to
give directives to the Deputy
Commissioners to monitor and
follow up the progress made in
the implementation of “Saubhagya” Scheme and include
the progress in their monthly
report.
The concerned Executive Engineers in the Districts
shall work under the supervision of Deputy Commissioners and submit a weekly report
through Chief Engineer Power
to Commissioner Power, DCF,
Chief Secretary and Hon’ble
Chief Minister’s Office.
To address communication bottleneck, it was decided
to create a WhatsApp Group
for monitoring the progress
of “Saubhagya” scheme on a
daily basis.
Talking about the status of Namsai district as Aspirational district under Extended Gram Swaraj Abhiyan,
the CS was informed by SE
Power (E) Ginko Linggi that
the district will be electrified by
15th August under “Saubhagya” scheme.Similarly, all the
works implementation should
be done as per the prescribed
guidelines of Government of
India and all efforts have to be
made so as to ensure completion of the project within the
timelines prescribed by the
Government i.e. before 31st
December 2018, he stated.
Rural
Electrification
Corporation (REC) has been
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designated as nodal agency
for the Saubhagya scheme
by the Government of India
to facilitate and supplement
the efforts under Saubhagya.
REC will provide services for
procurement and supply of
key materials for distribution
network infrastructure to which
Power Department of Arunachal Pradesh in turn shall install
the equipments and provide
electricity wiring connection,
metres in each household before 31st December 2018.

Keep Pasighat clean
and beautiful: DC

PASIGHAT, JULY 13:
“Stray
animals
roaming
around the streets continue
to be a menace for Pasighat.
It causes accidents and keeps
spreading dirt on the roads.
After expiry of term of civic
body, district administration
would step up its drive against
stray animals. Everyone can
contribute to maintaining the
beauty and cleanliness of the
centurion city. The smart denizens should come forward and
join in the effort to ensure our
streets, office and residential
areas, market places, schools
and colleges, public places
etc are safe, tidy and looking
beautiful.” This was stated by
the East Siang Deputy Commissioner cum Administrator
Tamiyo Tatak while holding a
meeting with PMC and DUDA
officials in the office conference hall . Tatak advised the
citizens to keep constant vigil
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on illegal dumping and asked
to minimize litter by reporting dumped rubbish/ decomposing garbage. Community
based organizations and students unions should organize no-littering campaign by
maintaining a pristine image
for healthy living and attract
visitors, he added.The DC directed the house to constitute
a local action cum monitoring
committee under the chairmanship of the CEO SmartCity, A Morang. The committee
would frame necessary guidelines and assign tasks suits to
the township
The meeting was attended by the CEO (Smart
City) A Morang, ADC(Hq) Tatdo Borang, engineers of PMC
and UD.

1st quarter DISHA
meeting held Maintain
transparency in govt.
sponsored schemes: Ering

PASIGHAT, JULY 13:
The 1st quarter meeting of
District Development Coordination and Monitoring Committee (DDCMC)/DISHA for
the year 2018-19 was held at
DC’s conference hall here under the supervision of Deputy
Commissioner, Tamiyo Tatak.
Loksabha MP Ninong Ering chaired the meeting while
Nari MLA Kento Rina, Ruksin
MLA Er. Tatung Jamoh, PD
(DRDA) Sibo Pasing, DPO SK
Sharma and head of offices
were present in the meeting.
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MP Ninong Ering while
chairing the meeting, reviewed
progress of all government
sponsored ongoing schemes
and projects. Ering urged the
officers to attend such meeting
to put forward their valuable
views and suggestions to facilitate smooth execution and
monitoring of the assigned
tasks. After threadbare discussion and reviewing the progress
reports, the MP emphasized
on maintaining transparency
while implementing government sponsored schemes and
projects and further asked the
implementing agencies to execute all schemes properly and
timely without compromising
quality of works.
Underscoring the role of
the sub-divisional officers, DC
Tatak reiterated that, ‘Monitoring Committee’ at sub-divisional level has important, positive
and constructive roles to play
which would go a long way in
developing their respective areas.
All the participating officers assured for quality maintenance and timely completion
of works.

Hundreds benefit from
“Jan-sunvai-Sammelan”

PASIGHAT, JULY 14:
In continuation to bring awareness on welfare services to the
people of East Siang, the District Administration headed by
Deputy Commissioner Tamiyo
Tatak,organized “Jan-sunvaiSammelan” at the IGJ Hr. Sec.
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School auditorium, Pasighat
amidst huge participation of
public.
Addressing the gathering on the occasion, Pasighat
MLA Kaling Moyong while appreciating the government departments and bank authorities for offering services to the
doorstep, highlighted various
flagship programmes of the
state and central governments.
Moyong urged the people to
avail all benefits under PM/CM
Flagship schemes and threw
lights on the new system of
accounting and monitoring of
schemes to ensure transparency in public service delivery.
Deputy Commissioner
Tamiyo Tatak and Advocate
Borik Tarang also spoke on the
occasion.
Hundreds of people
from Pasighat and remote areas benefited as issuance/
renewal of inner line permits,
vehicle registration and issue
of driving license, birth certificates, permanent residence
and ST certificates, LPG connections, distribution of LED
bulbs under UJALA scheme,
bank account opening, enrollment under various social security schemes, Aadhaar enrollment, etc were done on the
spot. The department of Health
& Family Welfare, Education
department, District Industries
Centre, Legal Metrology, Block
Development Officer, Khonsa,
ICDS, Tax & Excise, Judicial
Branch, Land Records department, Labour Employment,
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Power department also offered
services / imparted awareness
to the public of East Siang on
various schemes under their
respective departments.

Governor emphasises
on availability of PDS
items in Border Areas

ITANAGAR, JULY14:
The Cabinet Minister for Food
& Civil Supplies and Legal Metrology & Consumer Affairs etc.
Shri Kamlung Mossang called
on the Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D.
Mishra (Retd.) at Raj Bhavan,
Itanagar on july last. They discussed about Public Distribution System, ration items and
consumer affairs etc.
The Governor emphasized on strengthening
the Public Distribution System
in the State. He said that the
basic requirements, i.e. ration
items must reach every bona
fide denizen, especially in the
remote villages of the State.
Focus must be on the border
areas of international boundaries, from Bhutan in the West to
Myanmar in the East, he said.
The Governor also stressed
that availability of essential
commodities at reasonable
rates must be ensured with
utmost transparency and accountability. He suggested for
evolving an effective monitoring system throughout the
State on availability and pricing of essential commodities.
He recommended for proper

monitoring and regular inspection of storehouses, Fair Price
Shops and other outlets and
check malpractice and hoarding of essential commodities.
The Governor advised
the Minister to enforce regular
checking of PDS for ensuing
proper market prices and to
address issues of the consumers, if any in fast track mode.

District Legal Service
Authority Disposes 218
Pre-litigation Cases

AALO,JULY 14:
As per schedule of the National legal Services Authority,
New Delhi National Lok Adalat
presided by Hirendra Kashyap, Chief Judicial Magistrate
– Cum Civil Judge (Sr.Divn)
–Cum- Secretary, District legal
service Authority was held in
the building of District Court,
Aalo .
The members of District legal Service Authority comprising Advocate Mr.
Minrik Nochi, Mr.Todak Ado,
Mr. Gorik Kamduk, Mr. Reyi
Boje and Mr. Pakter Sora
disposed of218 pre-litigation
cases of BSNL Mobile and
landline connection dues out
of 728 cases amounting to Rs.
18,33,493( Rupees Eighteen
lakhs thirty tree thousand four
hundred and thirty nine) only. .
Remaining cases could not be
disposed off due to absence of
victims/ complainants/respondents and unwillingness of the
party to settle the case in the
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lok Adalat ect. These cases
have been referred to next Lok
Adalat/regular court for necessary step as per law.

Prohibiting movement
over the ailing Tidding
Bridge

ANJAW, JULY 14:
On receipt of information
through telecommunications
on 14th July 2018, that a major cable of Tidding motorable
bridge has been damaged, the
Deputy Commissioner, Anjaw
has issued a prohibition instantly prohibiting any kind of
movement over the ailing Tidding Bridge till such time that
the BCC and 48th BRTF Demwe restores connectivity of the
Bridge.
As Anjaw has only 2G
connecting, email and V-sat
have been used for disseminating information and ADC,
Hayuliang, incharge Shri A.
Ratan, Circle Officer, Chaglagam has been directed to
monitor the situation in coordination with SP, Anjaw. Shri
Habung Hailyang SP, Anjaw
having personally inspected
the bridge on 14th July’2018
alongwith OC, Police Station
Hayuliang, team has deployed
for Security and Traffic regulation at Tidding bridges since
14th July 2018 with Dy. SP
Shri K. Dnggong as Station
Commander.
The Deputy Commissioner, Anjaw Smti. M. Riba
informed that counterpart of
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Lohit District, Deputy Commissioner, Tezu DC as well as
Supdt. Of Police, Tezu have
been requested to monitor
traffic movement from Lohit
district so that public are not
inconvenienced.
Meanwhile, Col. Rajiv Dhingra, Commander, 48th
BRTF Demwe, and OC, 116
(RCC) GREF, Hayuliang engaged man and materials for
immediate restoration. Tidding
Bridge is one of the Life Line
of the district, the rivers being
is full spate the bridge restoration is of outmost importance.

District Adminstration
conducts raid to
check illegal gambling
activities

ITANAGAR, JULY 15:
The Capital Administration
along with the Police carried
out raids to check illegal gambling activities. During the raid,
5 persons were caught who
were carrying out gambling
activities at a building in Ganga Market. The gambling materials were seized and the 5
persons involved were handed
over to the Police Station,
informed the Executive Magistrate cum EAC ICC
Hengo Basar who spearheaded the drive. He informed
that more such drives would
be conducted to check illegal
gambling activities.
The Deputy Commissioner Itanagar Capital
Complex Prince Dhawan has
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requested the denizens to refrain from such illegal activities and to cooperate with the
Capital Adminstration. He has
further requested the denizens
to inform if they come across
such activities as it requires a
collaborative effort to get rid of
such menace.

PGWO donates blood

PASIGHAT, JULY 15:
A voluntary blood donation
camp was organized by the
PGWO (Pasighat Galo Welfare Organization) at the BakinPertin General Hospital, Pasighat with the technical help
of the hospital administration.
It was formally inaugurated
by the JDHS Dr. D. Raina in
presence of Medical Superintendent Dr. YR Darang, Blood
Bank Officer Dr. G. Jongkey,
PGWO President and Secretary KengoZirdo and JummoRina, doctors, senior leaders and volunteers from Galo
community. During the day,
local MLA KalingMoyong also
visited the camp and shared
word of advices.
In all, 43 units blood was
collected. Besides PGWO,
many volunteers from GREF
camp, Ranaghat& CRPF
camp GTC also donated
blood.
Speaking on the occasion, JDHS Dr. Raina appreciated the organization
for organizing the camp and
explained how donated blood
could be used to save many
precious human lives.
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World Youth Skills Day

YUPIA JULY 15:
World Youth Skills Day was
observed in a befitting manner at Govt. Industrial Training
Institute (ITI), Yupia with effect
from 13th July to 15th last. In
the three days long celebrations, cultural, sports and literary competition among the
trainees was conducted where
many trainees took part enthusiastically.
Highlighting the importance of celebrating the World
Youth Skills Day, the Principal
ITI Yupia, Shri ToyiRaksap
said that 15th July is observed
as World Youth Skills Day every year to give global focus
on importance of skill trainings
among the youths. He further
said that the state Government is also giving thrust and
focus on employment generation through skill development
and promoting entrepreneurship among the youths of the
State. He also asked the Vocational Instructors to play pivotal role in imparting trainings
to the Trainees to make them
self-reliant to enhance their
employment avenue.
In the congratulatory
message on the auspicious
occasion of World Youth Skill
Day, Shri SubuTabin, Director,
Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, Govt. of Arunachal
Pradesh advised the trainees
of the ITI to be sincere, attentive and regular in the their
study to become skill in their
concerned trade to make them
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employable. The faculty member should also proactive and
innovative in imparting training
to the trainees.
The faculty members
and trainees who attended
at large for the function also
spoke on the occasion.
Prizes in the form of
Trophies and certificates were
given away to the Winners and
runners-up of the competition
on the day long observance of
the World Youth Skills Day on
15th July 2018.

Shri NabamRebia
visited the BogoliDenka village

YUPIA JULY 16:
Hon’ble Minister Land Management, SJETA, Forest and
Environment, etc Shri NabamRebia visited the Bogoli- Denka village under Gumto circle
of Papum Pare District. He
was accompanied by Papum
Pare Deputy Commissioner
Dr.JoramBeda,IAS, Head of
Departments, Dy. SP Papum
Pare alongwith police personnel.
While briefly speaking
to the people on the occasion Hon’ble Minister Shri NabamRebia highlighted on the
various developmental works
including the construction of
road linking the Bogoli-Denka
and nearby villages with rest
of Papum Pare to mitigate
the transportation problems in
coming days. He also advised
the people to maintain peace

and brotherhood with inhabitants of neighbouring state Assam.
GBs and general Public
were present.

Meeting of State Level
Screening Committee

ITANAGAR, JULY 16:
Chief Secretary Shri. Satya
Gopal in a meeting of State
Level Screening Committee
on Rural Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF) has
urged the concerned departments to consider submission
of suitable proposal of eligible
activities to NABARD for development and construction of
critical rural infrastructures.
In the meeting held, Shri.
Gopal advised the Chief Engineers to prepare DPRs which
are feasible financially. Admitting the importance of all the
projects which were presented
in the meeting by the respective departments, he said it
is not possible to entertain all
the projects considering the
financial involvement and constraints. The CS asked them to
prioritize the projects and submit accordingly.
He further asked them
to explore projects which have
potential for inclusive and sustainable growth.
The CS reviewed all
the ongoing and new projects
under the RIDF Tranche-XIX
(2013-14)- RIDF Tranche
XXIII (2017-18). These included projects executed by
PWD (Western Zone), PWD
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(Central Zone-A), PWD (Central Zone-B), PWD (Eastern
Zone), PHED (West Zone),
PHED (East Zone), and RWD
(Western Zone).Chief Secretary took note of physical and
financial progress under RIDF
in respect to rural road projects, rural bridge projects, social projects like improvement
of water supply, new water
supply, improvement of school
infrastructure, flood protection
etc.
Reiterating on building
quality assets, he asked the
NABARD and State Planning
Department to build a serious
quality monitoring. It was also
decided that the Deputy Commissioners of the concerned
district should monitor all the
ongoing projects and submit
reports accordingly. In addition, he asked the executing
agencies to keep record of
Site Order Book and Material
Quality Control Register and
ensure that there are no discrepancies in implementation
of the projects.Chief Secretary
also emphasized on proper
and timely submission of Utilization Certificates and Project
Completion Reports by the executing departments.
NABARD Consultancy
Services (NABCONS) also
presented their observation
through a power point presentation on the projects monitored by them under Border
Area Development Projects
and SPA. Bilatee Pertin Commissioner PWD, Kaling Tay-
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eng Commissioner Finance,
Marnya Ete Commissioner Finance, Himanshu Gupta Secretary Planning, concerned
Secretaries and Chief Engineers, General Managar Dr.
G. Mani and Assistant General
Ashok I. Doki of NABARD etc
were present in the meeting.

Governor for
special school, skill
development and
vocational training
centre for Divyangjan

ITANAGAR, JULY 16:
The Chief Commissioner for
Person with disabilities, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Government of
India, Dr. Kamlesh Kumar
Pandey, accompanied by Shri
Rakesh Kumar Rao, Deputy
Chief Commissioner, called
on the Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D.
Mishra (Retd.) at Raj Bhavan,
Itanagar . They discussed on
providing all benefits available
for differently abled persons in
the State under various centrally and State sponsored
programmes and schemes.
The Governor emphasized on effective implementation of the Persons with Disabilities Act 1995 and Rights
of Persons with Disabilities
Act 2016. He said that it will
provide reservation for the Divyangjan people in terms of
education and employment,
thereby providing a better future and livelihood.
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While informing that the
State of Arunachal Pradesh
does not have a Government
run special school for disabled
children, except for Donyi
Polo Mission for Visually and
Hearing impaired, aided by
the State Government, the
Governor requested the Chief
Commissioner to take up with
Government of India for setting up of a special school
for Divyangjan children with
hostel facilities for both boys
and girls. He also impressed
upon the Chief Commissioner
for setting up of skill development and vocational training
centre with hostel facility. It will
go a long way for the welfare
and wellbeing of the differently
abled persons in the State, the
Governor said.

Prof. Ranjit Tamuli of
RGU appointed as VC of
Dibrugarh University:

RGU fraternity elated
DOIMUKH, JULY16:
A
well-wishing-get-together
programme was organized by
the Rajiv Gandhi University
fraternity at University’s Council hall to bid best wishes to
Prof. Ranjit Tamuli, the former
Controller of Examinations and
senior professor of Commerce
and Management of RGU, in
a simple yet graceful function.
The university wished him best
in his assignment as the ViceChancellor of the prestigious
state University of the neighboring state of Assam.
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The Vice-Chancellor
of RGU Prof. Tamo Mibang in
his speech stated that RGU
is proud of Prof. Tamuli’s appointment and termed it as a
value-added achievement of
RGU in general which in a way
speak volume of the University’s reach, and hoped that DU
will see a new dawn under his
leadership.
Vice-Chancellor
designate of Dibrugarh University Prof. Ranjit Tamuli in
his speech extended his sincerest gratitu
The Registrar incharge of the University Prof.
Tomo Riba recounting his services as a dedicated teacher
and administrator wished him
all the happiness in life. Both
of them also felicitated the
VC designate of DU with momento, bouquet and traditional
scarf on behalf of the university
fraternity. Controller of Examinations in-charge Dr. Nani T.
Jose, Joint Registrar Dr. David
Pertin, Deputy Registrars Kurian Thomas and Nangram Toglik beside other officers also
spoke on the occasion.

Disaster awareness
programme conducted
at Rumgong

SIANG, JULY 16:
An awareness programme
on disaster management organised by the District Disaster Management Authority
(DDMA), Siang in collaboration with C-Coy 12th Batallion
NDRF, Doimukh was succes-
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fully conducted at Community
Hall,Rumgong in the presence
of CO i/c ADC Rumgong Binti
Mibang, i/c DDMO Siang Pebika Lego, HoDs, officers and
staff from various departments
of Rumgong Sub-division,
HGBs and GBs of adjoining
villages, teaching faculty and
students from various schools
and general public.
Welcoming all participants, Smty Binty Mibang
spoke on the importance of
such awareness programmes
and urged everyone to actively
participate in the programme.
The DDMO spoke
about the various disasters
and its impacts. She urged
everyone present to reap full
benefits of the programme
and to further disseminate the
knowledge among others. She
urged the student community
to be the flag bearers for generating awareness about disasters in the society.
A detailed report on Disaster Management, various
forms of disasters, precautionary and preventive measures
to be adopted, Do's and Dont's,
mitigation of disaster etc was
elaborately given by Sub-Inspector, NDRF Shri Ranveer
Singh Pathania. This was followed by demonstration by the
NDRF team of a series of very
informative practical exercises
to be adopted during a disaster including very helpful tips,
evacuation and first-aid. All together around 200 participants
attended the programme

Governor felicitates
power department
officials

ITANAGAR, JULY18:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra
(Retd.) in his drive to conserve
energy felicitated Shri Nabam
Gamin, Assistant Engineer,
Miss Chukhu Juli, Junior Engineer and Shri N. Bhattacharjee, Senior Electrician of Raj
Bhavan Section, Capital Electrical Division for their sincere
and result oriented hard work
in modifying the lighting system of Raj Bhavan Road which
has led to energy and cost saving. The Governor, who is impressed by the innovation and
quality of the job carried out by
the above mentioned officials
of Electrical Department, presented commendation letters
to them at Raj Bhavan, Itanagar on 18th July 2018.
The Governor said that
every unit of energy or electricity saved will help in providing
electricity to others who need
it.Reposing his confidence that
officials will continue to excel in
their endeavour in the service
of the people and the Nation,
the Governor said that involvement of youth, students, entrepreneurs, eminent citizens and
common people in energy conservation programmes would
represent an act of patriotism
and provide funds saved from
reduced electricity bills for
other developmental Pushing
forward the Prime Minister Shri
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Narendra Modi’s endeavour
towards energy conservation,
the Governor emphasised on
making energy conservation, a
people's movement. He called
for generating energy saving
awareness among people for
the same and appealed to all
citizens of over loved State Arunachal Pradesh to contribute
towards the energy conservation.

CM called on Union
Minister for Railways

NEW DELHI, JULY 18:
Chief Minister PemaKhandu
this evening called on Union
Minister for Railways Piyush
Goyal here and requested to
him expedites the railway projects in Arunachal Pradesh for
a robust network of rail connectivity at the earliest.
There are eleven railway
projects in the state under various stages of implementation.
These are, Bhalukpong-Tenga-Tawang,Silapathar- BameAalo (92 Km), Pasighat-TezuParashuramkund-Rupai (225
Km), Itakhola-Seijosa (18
Km), Dumduma-Namsai-Wakro (96 Km), Dangri-Roing (60
Km), Deomali-Naharkatia (20
Km),
Lekhapani-KharsangMiao-Nampong-New Kamlang
(Deban) (75 Km), Tinsukia-Pasighat via SimalguriKanubari
(300 Km), Margehrita-Deomali
(31 Km) and MurkongselekPasighat (26.15 Km). Of these,
survey for the last two projects
have been completed while
surveys for the rest are to be
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completed by 2019. The Misamari-Bhalukpong-Tawang line
would be one of the toughest
and highest in the country. The
railway line is expected to include at least 21 bridges and
145 kms of tunnel length.
Khandu, while expressing gratitude to the union ministry of defence and railways
for the projects, requested the
Union Minister to fast-track
sanctioning of funds for the
survey-completed
projects.
He also urged the ministry to
monitor the survey process
so that all are completed as
scheduled and construction of
the railway lines started soon.
The Chief Minister
drew attention of Goyal, who
also holds the Finance portfolio at the moment, towards the
urgent need of an airport in the
state and sought early sanction of funds for the Greenfield
Airport at Hollongi. Khandu
had on Monday met Minister of State for Civil Aviation,
JayantSinha and discussed
the pending issue. Sinha reportedly expressed the ministry’s commitment to develop a
robust and expansive aviation
network in the North East in accordance with the Prime Minister’s vision of ‘Sab Uden Sab
Juden’. Goyal gave the nod of
assurance to all the requests
and admitted that connectivity
is key to all round development
of Arunachal Pradesh and that
his ministry is committed to
assist the state in all possible
ways.
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Village Women
Self Help Group on
Exposure Tour

AALO, July 19:
The Gangkak Women Self
Help Group led by Smti Yayum
Gangkak, Director Sirurijo Tea
Garden was on a whirlwind
exposure to various places of
the country like Delhi, Agra
and other historical and commercial locations. This woman
SHG is one of the most vibrant
groups pursuing many activities like traditional weaves,
plantation, gardening, animal
rearing and various self sustenance avenues for past many
years. Smti Gangkak revealed
that the exposure tour was
conducted for the hardworking womenfolk to break the
age old isolation and to keep
them abreast with lifestyles,
development and economic
condition of the people in the
national mainstream.

Yomcha Administration
Distributes Learning
Materials to Remote
Schools

AALO, July 19:
In its effort to reach out to the
poor students who are not in a
position to manage education
in private school outside, the
Yomcha ADC Shri Rujum Raksap visited Doko Putu and other
primary schools of his jurisdictions and distributed learning
materials to the students as a
source of encouragement. Shri
Raksap observed that many of
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the schools are in deplorable
condition due to lack of maintenance, shortage of furniture
and learning materials. The
Govt UPS School Doko Putu
that celebrated its Golden Jubilee and produced many doctors and engineers in the past
is also in poor condition.
He exhorted the teachers to be sincere, dedicated
and punctual to give good
education to the poor students
and bring back the lost glory of
teaching and learning atmosphere in our backward areas.
The overall education scenario in the rural areas is not encouraging due to many ills that
plague it, he said.

Moyong inspects
multipurpose outdoor
stadium

PASIGHAT, July 19:
Pasighat MLA cum Parliamentary Secretary KalingMoyong
along with CEO and Director of Smart City A. Morang
and KalingDoruk respectively,
DSO (Sports) K Komut, engineers of PMC and UD inspected the progress of the twelve
thousand capacities Pasighat
Multi-purpose outdoor Stadium.
PS Moyong found to be
very satisfied over the progress. He appreciated the executing agency for maintaining
quality and further asked to
speed up the pace of the construction work for timely completion. He also gave some
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tips for betterment and beautification.
The UPO (UD) Kalng Dai
informed the visiting MLA that
over 90 percent of the construction works was completed. Target was January 2019,
but it would be ready in October this year. The department
also executed some additional
works like retaining wall, Kotastone flooring, parking place,
two ticket rooms etc.

Anti-drug
campaign held

PASIGHAT, July 22:
In an effort to eradicate the use
of drugs among school children, East Siang SP Prashant
Gautam in association with
AAUN Foundation and WASE
launched an Anti-drug awareness campaign on 20th July
last at the SikshakSadan, Pasighat which was participated
by the principals, headmasters
of government and aided and
private schools Pasighat. All
technical and logistic supports
was extended by the DDSE J
Yirang.
While addressing the
academicians, SP Gautam
said “We are deeply concerned about the growing
drug menace in the district.
The rising trend of drug abuse
among youth, more particularly
amongst the student community is alarming.” Heappealed
the teaching community and
NGOs to sensitize the students and parents so that they
take up a pioneering role in

creating an atmosphere where
drug abusers and peddlers
will have no place in society.
He also urged the intellectuals
to come forward sharing their
experiences and professional
expertise in the field to help
the police department to draw
a blueprint for addressing the
issue in an effective manner.
Gautam asserted that
use of drugs or substances
may lead to addiction or dependence, serious physical
injury (such as damage to
kidneys, liver, heart) or psychological harm like hallucinations, memory loss or death. In
addition to causing death, substance abuse is also responsible for significant morbidity
and the treatment of drug addiction creates a tremendous
burden on society.“Drug abuse
leads to many kinds of criminal
activities. The need of money
to buy illegal drugs has driven
many youths to earn money
easily and they get involved in
criminal activities. It is a serious problem amongst school
children and controlling it is
a major challenge” Gautam
added presenting 33 slides
through power point presentation and short screenings.
He dealt with different aspects
of the drug menace affecting
the district and stressed that
adequate awareness and preventive measures would be
enforced for optimum results.
Police department alone
cannot address overnight and
therefore his good office has
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decided to launch a mass
awareness campaign on the
issue. Teaching community
should include classroom lectures about the dangers of
abuse to students about the
negative consequences of use
of drugs, advised the SP.
Retired IAF officer and
Secretary AAUN Foundation
MohontoPangin stated that according to existing studies, the
abuse of alcohol and illicit and
prescription drugs continues to
be a major health problem and
destroying the society gradually like termite. He was of the
opinion that treatment lies in
counselling and providing an
atmosphere that helps the addict to come out of the trap and
indulge once again in healthy
living. Prevention of substance
abuse among adolescents requires awareness of ill effects
of drugs and AAUN Foundation would extend all possible
help and cooperation, to curb
the menace.
Earlier, the Women
Against Social Evils (WASE)
General Secretary Jaya Tasung Moyong informed that
her NGO has been organizing
massive anti-drug awareness
program involving civil society including GBs & PRI leaders in the district intending to
bring mass awareness about
ill effects of drugs and peddling and selling of illegal IMFL
educating the people to lead
a healthy life and further highlighted various achievements.
She dealt with different aspects
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of the drug menace affecting
the society and stressed that
adequate awareness and preventive measures should be
enforced at the district level
for optimum results.Moyong
exhorted the police and other
law enforcing agencies to be
more vigilant and take strong
action against drug marketers
indulged in this nuisance.

DC constitutes
committee to remove
unauthorized speed
breakers

PASIGHAT, July 23:
In view of excess Speed
Breaker constructed along National Highway-13 from Ruksin
to Raneghat, a coordination
meeting was held today at the
DC’s conference hall under the
chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner TamiyoTatak.
The meeting was attended by SP PrashantGautam, Col Manish Dass (GREF),
executive magistrates, ADCs,
engineers of PWD and Highways, DTO (MV), DFO(T), executive members of ABK, GBs
and village secretaries of Sille,
Oyan, Rani and Berung.
Giving a clear message to the house, DC Tatak
indicated that 33 nos of speedbreakers in between Ruksin
and Raneghat found to be unauthorized and hinder smooth
movement of traffic on highspeed corridor. “Villagers are
constructing speed breakers
place to place at own choice to
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check vehicular speedand no
consistent design had been followed in their construction. It is
undesirable andcan be source
of accidents to the fast-moving
traffic” opined the DC. The
concerned authorities must
clean roadside jungles/bushes
on regular basis and put mandatory marks and sign-boards
as a road safety measures.
He instructed the DTO(MV)
and police to intensify vehicle
checking and appealed the
youth activist to generate road
safety awareness amongst the
common people.
Tatak constituted a
verification cum advisory committee involving engineers of
BRO and Highways, village
secretaries, magistrates, GBs
and student leaders. Chairman ADC (Hq) TatdoBorangand Member Secretary DTO
(MV) along with members
would identify sharp curves
and accident-prone locations
orhavingconsistent record of
over speeding. He also directed to submit its report within
15 days so that speed breakers could be provided and all
unauthorized installations are
removed.
Superintendent of Police, PrashantGautam said
every citizen must follow the
guidelines framed by theroad
transport ministry. BRO/highway authorities must deliver
services freehandedly and
preferably remove all speed
breakers on NH-13. However he admitted that placing
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speed breakers on National
Highways is justified when it
passes through populated areasfor the pedestrians to cross
safely which reduces the accidents and fatalities. Everyone
has to follow thestandards for
speed breakers prescribed by
the union ministry, he further
added.
Earlier,
representatives and GBs of Sille, Oyan,
Rani and Berung villages
while sharing their views stated that due to over-speeding
many have already lost precious lives and after several
and sincere appeal/memorandum action were not taken by
the concerned authorities and
administration that prompted
them to put bumps on the said
road as a measure to reduce
the speed of uncontrolled vehicular movement at few locations. Speed-breakers must be
constructed wherever people
find a lot of traffic movements
with proper markings and sign
boards to alert a commuter
about its presence, they added.

An awareness
programme on POCSO
Act 2012 and Juvenile
Justice

TAWANG, JULY 23:
An awareness programme
on POCSO Act 2012 and Juvenile Justice ( care and protection of children)Act 2015
was conducted in the schools
of Tawang district today. The
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programme organized by the
District Child Protection Unit,
(through 3 CDPOs of the district) Tawang with support from
the District Legal Service Authority, Tawang saw participation from more than 500 students including teaching staffs
under Tawang project, 300 under Jang project and 400 under Lumla covering 18 Govt.
schools.
During the programme,
various provisions under JJ
Act 2015 & POCSO Act 2012
were discussed. The CDPOs
sensitized the children about
the role of the DCPU and its
3 support services including
Child Welfare Committee , Juvenile Justice Board & Special
Juvenile Police Unit. Representatives from DLSA Tawang
also highlighted on various legal safeguards, couselling facilities etc under the ACTs.
The sensitization programme will continue till the
end of July 2018 covering all
the schools( both Govt. & private) of the district. DIPRO.

144 CrPC imposed in
Bomdila

BOMDILA July 23:
The West Kameng DC cum
DM has imposed Section 144
CrPC in West Kameng District,
w.e.f 23/07/2018 until further
orders, apprehending break of
peace and tranquility.
The Prohibitory Order
issued by the DM restricts
movement of people in groups
of more than four in and around

all market areas, refugee settlement areas and government
establishments of the district.
Further, all wine shops
of Bomdila, Tenga and Rupa
markets have been shut down,
besides prohibiting carrying
and entry of lethal weapons
and arms within the district.

There must be NCC
unit in all the District
Headquarters of the
State: Governor

ITANAGAR, JULY 24:
The Additional Director General of National Cadet Corps North East Major General Raju
Chauhan called on the Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig.
(Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) at
Raj Bhavan, Itanagar on 24th
July 2018. Secretary Education Smt Madhu Rani Teotia
and Col. R.K. Sharma, Commanding Officer, 1 Arunachal
Pradesh NCC Battalion were
present in the meeting. They
discussed about promotion of
NCC in different educational
institutes in various districts of
Arunachal Pradesh.
The Governor emphasised that in line to the vision
of Prime Minister of India Shri
Narendra Modi, the activities under NCC programmes
should be taken up with more
thrust towards ‘Nation Building’, involving larger number
of students.
Our cadets must have
the opportunities of attending the regular NCC trainings
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and take ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ Certificate examinations of NCC and
work hard to get selected for
the Republic Day parade, the
Governor stressed.
The Governor said that
there must be NCC unit in all
the District Headquarters of
the State and maximum number of eligible students must
enrol for the training.
The Governor, who
graced the prize distribution
ceremony of the Combined
Annual Training Camp of National Cadet Corps (NCC)
for the cadets of Arunachal
Pradesh and Assam at Dera
Natung College, Itanagar recently said that the students
of Arunachal Pradesh have
huge potential. With proper
guidance and motivation, they
can excel in many fields. They
can make very good officers
in our Armed Forces and be
asset to the nation. They can
be role model for the youth of
the North-Eastern Region, he
said.
The Governor requested the officers to prepare a
time bound plan to start the 2
Arunachal Pradesh NCC Battalion, which is sanctioned for
Tawang, at the earliest.
On the issue of the academic losses to the cadets in
their final months of the academic session due to participation in Republic Day NCC
Camp, the Governor proposed
for conducting the All India NCC
Camp, at Delhi in the month of
August to coincide with the In-
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dependence Day celebration.
He pointed that by changing
the date of the All India Camp
at Delhi, the academic interest
of the students will be taken
care of. This will not cause any
logistic problem in Delhi and it
will be connected to another
important national event of Independence Day.
The Additional Director General of National Cadet
Corps - North East and Secretary Education briefed the Governor on various programmes
of NCC in the State. They also
had a threadbare discussion
on the NCC Training Area and
opening of NCC Academy in
the State.

Inspected the various
on going constructions
of building and other
infrastructure works of
Govt. Rangfrah College
Changlang

CHANGLANG, JULY 25:
Parliamentary Secretary, Hydropower cum local MLA , 52
Changlang South (ST) Assembly Constituency Shri
Phosum Khimun along with
hosts of Officers and public
leaders inspected the various on going constructions of
building and other infrastructure works of Govt. Rangfrah
College Changlang on 25 July.
The construction work is being
done under the department of
UD & H Changlang. Almost all
the buildings like Administrative block, academic block,
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boys hostel, girls hostel, quarters of faculties etc. are nearing
completion. The Parliamentary
Secretary instructed the contractor and UD & H department
to put all efforts to complete
the construction works at the
earliest so that the students do
not suffer for want of good infrastructure. He also interacted with the faculty members of
the college where they placed
the grievances of the students
and the faculty members. He
assured to provide assistance
for transportation charges of
the ration for the students.
The MLA was accompanied by Nobu Chader, CO
Kantang, K Megu, Principal
Rangfrah College, Ani Pertin,
UPO Changlang , J S Mungrey, and others.

Contribution of Nurses
of ANM School in
Health Delivery System
Hailed

Aalo, July 26:
The contribution of nurses of
ANM School in health delivery
system at General Hospital
Aalo was hailed by one and all
on the occasion of Lamp Lightening Ceremony of the Second batch of students of ANM
School Aalo on 25th July last.
22 students are leaving the institution after completing their
courses and rendering their
humanitarian services to the
people of West Siang district.
Attending the occasion
as Chief Guest and Guests,
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Dr. Nyage Geyi DMO, Gijum
Tali DIPRO and Medical Superintendent Dr. Linya Lollen
hailed the contributions of the
nurse in health delivery system
and humanitarian services in
course of their practising year
in the General Hospital. They
said that Nurses should emulate the feats achieved by Lady
with Lamp, Florence Nightingale to live in the hearts of million for her services towards
humanity in the Crimean War
and exhorted them to keep up
the spirit of services wherever
they are engaged.
The Principal of the
School Smti Meena Kojee
spelt out the functioning of the
school in detail and administered the Nightingale Oath to
all the outgoing students of
the school. Prizes for various
games and sports and cultural events in the school were
also distributed on the auspicial occasion. The DFWO,
Dr. Tomar Kamki and all other
Programme officers of District
Health Society, faculty Members of ANM School, Matrons
and nurses of General Hospital also attended the meeting.

Chief Minister launched
the Micro-ATM services

ITANAGAR , July 26:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
today launched the MicroATM services of the Arunachal
Pradesh State Cooperative
Apex Bank Ltd in a simple
function here at his offices this
afternoon.
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Lauding the Apex Bank – the
lone state owned bank – for
extending its reach of services to the last man in the
queue, Khandu said inclusion
of micro-ATM services will immensely benefit the rural and
poor people availing banking
services.
The Apex Bank, which
has 37 branches, will launch
200 Micro-ATM services across
the state. Micro ATM is a mini
version of an ATM with modified point of sales terminals.
This terminal can connect to
banking network via GPRS to
perform banking transactions.
This machine contains card
swipe facility and fingerprint
scanner and can be carried by
bank representative at remote/
mobile locations. It has facilities like cash withdrawal, cash
deposit, Aadhar-enabled payments and accept payments
through debit/credit cards.
Meanwhile, reviewing
the status and performance of
the Apex Bank, Khandu said
since its inception in 1978 the
bank has seen many ups and
downs. Expressing concern
on accumulated losses of the
bank over the years, he said
time was due for officers and
administrators of the bank to
tighten up their belts.
Reminding that the
bank was established with the
sole aim of serving the rural
and poor people of the state,
Khandu said the bank has to
regain the confidence of people to make up for its lost glory.

“People will opt for Apex Bank
only if they have confidence
on it. You have to forget the
past, particularly the lean period that the bank had to pass
through, and give your best to
revive the bank,” he asserted.
Khandu assured that
the state government will help
the bank in all possible means
and will consider parking government funds with the bank.
He, however, drove
home the fact that the management and officials of the
bank were responsible for the
bad phase witnessed by the
bank.
“If the bank is incurring
huge loss due to bad loans, it
is because of your lapses. You
need to correct yourself for the
bank to revive and sustain as
a successful banking institution. I want to see a completely
revamped work culture in the
organization,” Khandu said.
He also directed strict
action against loan defaulters
and asked the Chief Secretary
to engage the deputy commissioners actively in recovery.
Minister Cooperation
Honchun Ngandam also expressed concern over the recovery rate from loan defaulters. He urged the bank officials
to coordinate with the district
administrations and fast-track
its recovery process, while asserting that money of the poor
people cannot be taken for
ransom by few defaulters.
Ngandam also acknowledged the suggestion to
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park some government funds
with the Apex Bank to keep it
running successfully.
As a symbolic launch
of the services, Micro-ATM
machines were handed over
to Aalo, Rupa, Naharlagun
all-women bank, Ganga and
Itanagar branches.
The program was also
attended by Chief Secretary
Satya Gopal, Finance Commissioner, Finance Secretary
and officials of the state cooperative apex bank limited.

Put in concerted effort
to train the cadets from
Arunachal Pradesh:
Governor

ITANAGAR, July 26,:
The Commanding Officer of
1st Arunachal Pradesh National Cadet Corps Battalion,
Col. R.K. Sharma called on
the Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) at Raj Bhavan, Itanagar on 25th July 2018. As a
follow up action of the meeting
of Additional Director General
of NCC-NE Major General
Raju Chauhan with the Governor on 24th July 2018, the
Commanding Officer briefed
the Governor about the raising of the sanctioned 2nd Arunachal Pradesh National Cadet Corps Battalion at Tawang.
The Commanding Officer of
the Tawang NCC Battalion has
already been posted and after
his arrival on 1st September
2018 at Tawang, the adminis-
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trative process for raising the
NCC Battalion will commence,
CO informed.
The Governor advised
the Commanding Officer of 1st
AP NCC Bn to put in concerted
effort to train the cadets from
Arunachal Pradesh so that
they qualify to participate in the
Republic Day parade. He also
asked the CO to coordinate
with Education department to
ensure that Principals of educational institutions apply for
NCC units and the sanctioned
vacancies of 2nd Arunachal
Pradesh National Cadet Corps
Battalion are fulfilled.
Earlier, the Commanding Officer informed that there
are 2685 vacancies for NCC
Cadets in the 2nd Arunachal
Pradesh National Cadet Corps
Battalion, Tawang, which will
cater for NCC cadets from
Tawang, West Kameng and
East Kameng Districts and its
adjoining districts. There will
be two officers and 26 instructors from the Indian Army stationed at Tawang for running
the NCC Battalion in Tawang.

Chief Minister
underlined two
projects of the state
government

ITANAGAR, July 26:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
today underlined two projects
of the state government that
calls for strict monitoring and
implementation through active
cooperation of all stakehold-
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ers – the beleaguered CM’s
Health Insurance Scheme and
the portion of Trans-Arunachal
Highway project in Lower Subansiri district.
Khandu brought up the
issues in presence of the Chief
Secretary, Commissioner Finance, Commissioner PWD
and other top officers of the
state government during the
soft launch of the Chief Minister’s Arogya Arunachal Yojana
(CMAAY) here this morning.
CMAAY basically is a
health assurance scheme that
will enable citizens to avail
cashless health services in
empanelled hospitals through
a web portal based software
developed and implemented
by MDIndia, the third party
administrator of the scheme.
This new scheme will replace
the erstwhile Chief Minister’s
Universal Health Insurance
Scheme.
CMAAY will be dovetailed with the Center’s Ayushman Bharat National Health
Protection Mission and implemented by the Chief Minister Arogya Arunachal Society
through its web portal by the
same name. The vision is to
accord quality and cashless
health care services to the
people of the state envisaging universal health care to all
by 2020. Once launched the
scheme will offer health care
services of up to Rs 5 lakhs
per family per year.
Khandu congratulated
the officers of the state Health
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and Family Welfare Department for working hard and
coming up with a well-framed
scheme, while reiterating that
the state government was
committed from day one to
revive the health insurance
scheme.
He emphasized that
success of a beneficial scheme
like health insurance depends
on its successful implementation and continuation.
“Launching a scheme
is not difficult but successfully
running it is difficult. Therefore, everything should be well
studied from the very beginning and all scopes for hurdles
to creep in should be nipped at
the bud,” Khandu pointed.
The Chief Minister directed the departmental officials and representatives of
MDIndia to strictly adhere to
the timeline for implementation
of the scheme so that it can be
launched on Independence
Day next month.
The department has assured that after the soft launch
all steps like empanelment of
hospitals, registration of beneficiaries, etc will be completed
by August 10th next and positively launch the scheme on
the scheduled date.
“With this soft launch,
expectations of the people will
raise several folds. So please
work overtime and ensure that
the scheme is launched on August 15,” Khandu said.
He also directed the
Chief Secretary and Finance
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Commissioner to ensure that
there is no delay in release of
funds for the scheme so that
people start to avail its benefits as soon as possible.
Meanwhile, on the
contentious issue of the TAH
portion in Lower Subansiri,
Khandu directed the Chief
Secretary and Commissioner
PWD to take personal interest
in resolving all issues including
that of compensation so that
work on the portion can begin
without hurdles. He categorically made clear that the state
government will not tolerate
any misappropriation of funds
and all those found guilty –
whoever he or she may be –
will not be spared.
The soft launch programme was also attended
by Health Minister Alo Libang,
the Chief Secretary, Commissioner Health, Commissioner
Finance, Commissioner PWD,
Secretaries, officers and doctors of the health department
and MDIndia Vice President
(Operations) Dr Geeta Bharadwaj.

Governor discusses
developmental issues
with Chief Minister and
Chief Secretary

ITANAGAR, JULY 26:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) met with the Chief
Minister Shri Pema Khandu
and Chief Secretary Shri Satya
Gopal at Raj Bhavan, Itanagar

on 26th July 2018. They discussed developmental issues
including education, health,
road communication, law and
order.
The Governor emphasised that education must be
given top priority. Students’ academic welfare must be taken
due care of by the Principals
and Headmasters with due
assistance from the Deputy
Directors of School Education
in the Districts and the District
administration. The Governor
emphasised on the need for
expediting the distribution of
the Textbooks to the students.
He also shared his observation
regarding private universities
and advised for a regulatory
body to be set up soonest to
monitor and assist the proper
functioning of the private universities.
The Governor mentioned to the Chief Minister and
Chief Secretary to facilitate the
NCC authorities for commissioning the NCC unit in every
Higher Secondary School and
College in the State.
In view of the ongoing heavy rains, the Governor
impressed upon taking precautionary measures to avoid
disruption of normal public
commutation.
The Governor also discussed with the Chief Minister
and Chief Secretary regarding
the unpleasant State boundary
incidents with the Police and
people of Assam and advised
for convening a Governor and
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Chief Minister level meeting of
the two Sates to resolve the issue for good. Indian Air Force
Firing range at Dollungmukh
also came up in the discussion
for the safety of the people in
the area, without disrupting
the battle worthiness of the
IAF fighter squadrons.
The Chief Minister and
Chief Secretary briefed the
Governor on the initiatives
and achievements of the State
Government in various fields.
They took note of Governor’s
observations and assured him
that action will be taken to address it.

Governor meets Union
Minister (Drinking
Water & Sanitation)

ITANAGAR, JULY 31:
The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D.
Mishra (Retd.) met the Union
Cabinet Minister, Ministry of
Drinking Water & Sanitation
Sushri Uma Bharati in New
Delhi on 31st July 2018. They
discussed regarding portable
drinking water and toilet facilities in urban and rural areas of
the State.
The Governor impressed upon the Union Minister for assistance in maintaining and sustaining the already
constructed toilets in rural areas. He said that although every household has toilet facility
in Arunachal Pradesh today but
due to lack of water connection
to it, it has raised a new chal-
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lenge for the rural community.
He suggested for provision for
running water connection to
the toilets to make it sustainable.
The Governor, who
has been actively carrying out
cleanliness drives in the State
Capital, sharing his experiences, informed the Union minister that there must be adequate number of toilet facilities
for male and female in public
places, such as markets, bus
stops and parks etc. to realize the goal of Swachh Bharat.
He also suggested for drinking
water facilities in such amenities.
The Governor also requested the Minister for toilet
facilities in schools, colleges
and Universities, especially
for girl students. He pointed
that with proper toilet facilities
in schools, particularly in rural
areas, the school dropping out
can be checked and students
can in addition to inculcate
good personal hygiene habits
amongst the students. While
commending the Union Cabinet for removing Goods and
Service Tax from Sanitary napkins, the Governor informed
that due to lack of basic amenities and opportunities in health,
drinking water, Rural Roads
etc., there is a huge migration
from the border areas to the
plains for better livelihood. The
Governor sought the minister’s
help in this regard as this will
enhance safety and security of
the nation.
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Cm supports trihms

ITANAGAR, July 31:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu has assured full support
of the state government for
functioning and development of the Tomo Riba Institute of Health and Medical
Sciences (TRIHMS), the first
medical college of Arunachal
Pradesh, which is scheduled
to start its maiden academic
session from tomorrow.
Chairing
the
3rd
meeting of the Governing
Council of the TRIHMS Society here today, Khandu
said providing quality, affordable and timely health
care facilities to the people
is of top most priority for the
state government and the
upcoming medical college
and hospital is a significant
initiative towards fulfilling
this commitment. He assured all-out support from
the state government but requested the members to adhere to all procedural guidelines and keep no loopholes
for hurdles to surface in the
future.
Reviewing the requirements of TRIHMS, both
infrastructural and financial,
the Chief Minister said there
would be no shortfalls for
genuine demands provided
funds granted are utilized judiciously and all processes
are strictly according to laid
down norms.
Khandu, by virtue of
being the Chairman of the
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Governing Council, in consultation with all the members sought clear cut norms
and guidelines for revision
of salary, perks and appointment orders of faculties,
besides giving a go-ahead
to increasing the intake of
MBBS students from 50 to
100 and increasing the number of beds in the teaching
hospital from 300 to 500.
The Governing Council was of the view that TRIHMS should have its own
full-fledged Trauma Center
and Cancer Center in view
of accident proneness and
high percentage of cancer
patients in the state respectively. TRIHMS authorities
were advised to work on the
proposal for consideration
of the Union Health Ministry
as well as the state government.
Various issues like
expansion of the TRIHMS campus, extension at
Pachin Colony, recruitment
of non-teaching staff, acquisition of private properties
located in the campus, regulation of private pharmacies
in the hospital, appointment
of staff nurse, outsourcing of
security apparatus, etc were
discussed in the meeting.
TRIHMS
Director
Dr Moji Jini, meanwhile informed that an induction
ceremony for the first batch
of MBBS students would be
held tomorrow (1st Aug) at
the institute in presence of
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the Chief Minister, Deputy
Chief Minister, Health Minister as well as members of
the Medical Council of India
(MCI) including its President
Dr Jayshree Mehta. The Governing Council meeting was
attended by Health Minister
Alo Libang, Vice Chairman
of the Society and Members
Chief Secretary (Co-opted),
Dr P J Gogoi, Sr Regional
Director, Union Ministry of
Health (Co-opted), Dr R N
Salhan, former Addl Director
General of Health Services,
Govt of India, Commissioner
Health, Commissioner Finance, Commissioner Education, Special Secretary
Health and Dean of TRIHMS
Prof P Jayakumar.

Plantation Programme
Green Lohit, Cool Lohit
Launched by Advisor to
CM Sotai Kri

TEZU, JULY 31:
Sri Sotai Kri, Advisor to the
hon’ble CM of Arunachal
Pradesh, launched a sapling plantation programme at
Tezu today, calling it “Green
Lohit, Cool Lohit”.
Addressing the gathering of more than thirty
persons from the Himalayan
Samaj Kalyan Samiti(HSKS),
a Tezu based social organization of the Gorkha community, which organized the
programme, Sri Kri remarked
that like everywhere in the
world, there has been gradu-

al rise in temperature in Tezu
township in recent years, owing to deforestation, causing much discomfort during
summer season. “We need
to restore the greenery in the
township, for which Tezu was
once known for”, he added.
On the inaugural day, ten
saplings obtained from the
deptt.of Environment & Forests, Tezu, were planted at
the official residence of Er.
A.K.Rana, Project Officer,
APEDA, at Civil Supply colony, Tezu. Kri directed the
President of HSKS, Dhruva
Gurung, to ensure plantation of five to ten saplings in
every residence of the govt.
employees in Tezu, belonging to Gorkha community,
within the month of August,
covering at least fifty houses.
“The plantation drive will be
subsequently extended to
all govt.residences in Tezu
township”, he informed. He
also urged the organization to take up cleanliness
drives under Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan, at selected localities within the township and
ensured his participation in
such progammes.

One day Awareness
cum Sensitization
programme for women
folk Conducted

TAWANG, July 31:
A one day Awareness cum
Sensitization
programme
for women folk of Tawang
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district was held at DCs office, Tawang today. During
the programme organised
by the Department of Women and Child Development,
Tawang , Advocate Tsering Norbu spoke at length
on various provision under
the 'Protection of Women
from Domestic Violence Act
2005' and 'Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act 2013' . CDPO
Tawang Dondup Pema also
enlightened the participants
on the various Women centric schemes rolled out by
the Central and State Government viz. Pradhan Mantri
Matru Vanadana Yojana, Dulari Kanya Scheme, Poshan
Abhiyan and Beti Bachao
Beti Padhao.
Reiterating on the
role of women in raising a
family in particular and in the
development of society as a
whole, Smt Nawang Yuton,
Social worker and also the
Chairman of the District Local Complaint Committee
under the 'Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act', requested the
women folk to come out of
their shell and participate in
all activities being undertaken towards women empowerment.
The programme was
attended by various NGOs
including the Womens Welfare Association, Tawang
and lady officers/officials of
various departments.
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news in pictures
The Governor of
Arunachal Pradesh
Brig. (Dr.) B.D.
Mishra (Retd.)
convened a meeting
of senior officers of
Rural Development,
Environment and
Forests and Planning
Departments at Raj
Bhavan, Itanagar on
July 7, 2018.
Chief Minister’s Office
bid farewell to its one
of the longest serving
officer K Deru, Chief
Security Liasoning
Officer to CM who has
recently been posted
as Commandant
3rd IRBn Seijosa at
Itanagar on July 11,
2018.
A District Level
Executive Committee
meeting was convened
in the Conference Hall of
the Office of the Deputy
Commissioner Itanagar
Capital Complex in
the presence of the
Local MLA Techi Kaso
and attended by the
Administrative officers
on July 13, 2018.
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The Commanding Officer
of 1st Arunachal Pradesh
National Cadet Corps
Battalion, Col. R.K.
Sharma called on the
Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D.
Mishra (Retd.) at Raj
Bhavan, Itanagar on 25th
July 2018.
A Review Meeting
on status of various
schemes implemented
by Women and
Child Development
department (WCD)
was conducted under
the Chairmanship
of Shri Gamli Padu,
Commissioner (WCD)
at DC’s Conference Hall
Aalo on July 10, 2018.

Dance India Dance
Little Masters season
4 runners up, Master
Tamman Gamnu along
with his parents called
on the Governor of
Arunachal Pradesh
Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra
(Retd.) and First
Lady of the State Smt
Neelam Misra at Raj
Bhavan, Itanagar on
July 6, 2018.
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Arunachal Review is planning to introduce
a section, called ‘Youth Section ’ in this monthly
magazine shortly.
‘Youth Section ’ aims at promoting creative
potentials of students and young generation of Arunachal
Pradesh by highlighting their achievements and also
giving a platform for creative development thereby
aiming to promote a constructive and progressive spirit
among them.
Articles concerning people and culture, welfare issues of students, short
stories, poems, drawing and paintings and reports on achievement on various issues
concerning the arena of youth will be received by the undersigned for inclusion in
the section.
Honorarium of Rs 1000/- (Rupees One Thousand) will also be given for
selected matter.
Participants are requested to send their matter in both hard copy and CD or
email at dipr_arun@rediffmail.com or diprarunx@gmail.com along with proper
address and a brief bio-data.
Readers of the section can also write letter to the Editor on issues related to
the magazine and views of common interests of the youth.
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